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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

This Regional Arterial Road Plan has been prepared by the 

Auckland Regional Transport Authority (ARTA), in collaboration 

with the region’s road controlling authorities and other key 

transport stakeholders.

The development of this plan arises from the 2005 Auckland Regional 

Land Transport Strategy (RLTS), and recognises the important role 

that regional arterial roads play in Auckland’s transport network. 

Regional arterial roads link districts or urban areas within the 

region, connect regionally signifi cant facilities, and play a critical 

role in the movement of people and goods within the region. It is 

essential that they operate effi ciently and effectively, and are 

managed and developed in a manner that is sensitive to the 

surrounding environment.

The purposes of the plan are four-fold:

To defi ne the existing and future role and function of regional  >

arterial roads

To provide a framework for the integrated management of  >

regional arterial roads, and their interaction with surrounding 

land uses and other parts of the road network 

To provide a basis for project prioritisation >

To develop a rationale for more appropriate funding for regional  >

arterial roads.

The plan sets out regional policies for the integrated management 

of regional arterial roads, and provides guidance for road 

controlling authorities in the development of more detailed 

corridor management plans.

Plan objectives

The following plan objectives refl ect the multi-dimensional nature of 

regional arterial corridors: 

Assisting the region to work towards the mode share targets of  >

the New Zealand Transport Strategy and the Government Policy 

Statement for Transport 

Enabling the Passenger Transport Network Plan quality transit  >

objectives to be met

Ensuring that the objectives of the Regional Growth Strategy  >

are supported

Recognising the multi-modal function of roads as defi ned in the  >

Sustainable Transport Plan

Ensuring the RLTS safety objectives are supported >

Ensuring that the freight movement objectives of the Regional  >

Freight Strategy are supported

Identifying gaps in current performance, and priorities for  >

improvement

Enabling clear and transparent decisions to be made, particularly  >

in relation to priorities for funding

Providing input to the next iteration of the Auckland Transport  >

Plan and the next RLTS review

Contributing to better integration between state highways  >

and local roads, between roads and land use, and between 

transport modes.

Policy context

This plan has been prepared within the context of a wide range of 

statutory and non-statutory strategies, plans and policy documents. 

These are summarised in Section 2 on page 3 and Appendix B on 

page 36. The RLTS provides the most explicit guidance for the 

preparation of this plan, and emphasises the need to ensure that the 

existing network can operate at an optimal level, both now and into 

the future. As a result, the RLTS includes policies to ensure that all 

transport infrastructure is maintained and managed to ensure its 

effectiveness into the future, and that steps are taken to improve the 

effi ciency and safety of the existing transport network for all modes. 

For regional arterial roads, the RLTS also includes policies to:

Develop standards or guidelines for how the strategic and regional 

networks should be managed. These standards or guidelines are 

likely to address matters such as geometric standards, provision for 

heavy vehicles, public transport, walking and cycling, property access, 

provision for parking and integration with town centres.

Develop, prepare and implement corridor management plans for 

developing the strategic and regional arterial networks and corridors, 

taking into account the standards or guidelines developed.

The development of this plan follows directly from these RLTS policies.

Trends and issues

In developing this plan, ARTA has taken account of the wide range of 

trends and issues that will infl uence the future use of regional arterial 

roads. The key points are as follows:

Auckland’s growing population and economy will place pressure  >

on the regional arterial network as the demand for travel 

increases, and the capacity of the strategic network comes under 

further pressure

The environmental effects of transport will signifi cantly infl uence  >

the future development of transport networks

The region’s geographic constraints impose restrictions on  >

the transport system, confi ning links to narrow corridors in 

key locations 

The busiest part of the transport network is the north-south  >

motorway system. The regional arterial network in this location 

(running parallel to and intersecting with the motorway) is likely 

to come under severe pressure as a result
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Most major bus routes on the bus Quality Transit Network (QTN)  >

are located on regional arterials

A number of sensitive land use activities, such as schools or town  >

centres, are located on regional arterial roads

The regional arterial network plays an important role in the  >

distribution of goods and services within the region. The ability 

to continue to accommodate important freight and other 

commercially important trips is limited by the growth of non-

commercial vehicle trips 

The increasing cost of fuel poses a challenge for the regional  >

arterial network to play a greater role in supporting viable 

alternatives to vehicular travel 

The New Zealand Transport Strategy (NZTS) has identifi ed some  >

key targets for increasing the person trip share of both active 

modes and passenger transport. 

Regional arterial roads make up only 4% of the length of the region’s 

road network, a similar proportion to state highways. However, while 

the regional arterial network is predicted to cater for 40% of road-

based passenger transport demand and 19% of commercial vehicle 

trips, it only receives 16% of the current funding. This appears to be 

disproportionately small when compared with the 49% of funding 

allocated for state highways.

The Regional Arterial Network

Road hierarchies are established to help manage the road system and 

to avoid confl ict, by separating roads serving different purposes from 

each other and by allowing consistent decisions to be made about 

road design and management.

Strategic roads and regional arterial roads form the top level of the 

road hierarchy in Auckland. The RLTS describes regional arterials as 

roads that “link districts or urban areas within the region and connect 

regionally signifi cant facilities”. It recommends the development of 

management policies consistent with the following principles: 

On strategic roads, the movement of people and goods should  >

predominate and property access should be allowed where the 

transport function is not severely compromised

On regional arterial roads, the movement of people and goods  >

on the road should generally have priority over the access 

function of the road

On both strategic and regional arterial corridors, provision  >

should be made for pedestrians and cyclists to move safely 

and conveniently

Both strategic and regional arterial roads should facilitate the  >

movement of heavy motor vehicles

Both strategic and regional arterial roads should be designed  >

to accommodate public transport and to provide priority for 

public transport vehicles where warranted by demand and 

traffi c conditions

The design and operation of regional arterial roads should  >

support the amenity of communities they pass through

Where regional arterial roads pass through high-density centres  >

and corridors, the balance of travel and land use demands should 

be carefully considered to ensure that the road network supports 

the growth strategy in an integrated manner

Consistent, coherent and high-quality signage (both directional  >

and street) should be implemented on strategic and regional 

arterial roads. 

This plan has used the RLTS principles to determine which roads 

should be defi ned as regional arterials. The resulting Regional Arterial 

Network is shown on page iv.

Functional classifi cation and prioritisation

A future functional classifi cation has been identifi ed for each section 

of the regional arterial network. This takes account of the future 

requirements for general traffi c, passenger transport, freight, and 

cycling. It also refl ects the relative importance of these “link” 

functions in relation to sensitive “places” adjacent to the regional 

arterials. The functional classifi cation has been used to determine 

the role and future direction of each section of the regional 

arterial network. 

Building on this functional classifi cation, the plan also includes a 

prioritisation process, based on an assessment of expected defi ciencies 

in the network in 2016. This has been used to identify those parts of 

the regional arterial network that have the highest priority for future 

attention, including the development of corridor management plans. 

These roads include:

Albany Highway: Upper Harbour Highway to Wairau Road  >

Wairau Road: Target Road to Tristram Avenue >

Lincoln Road: Te Pai Place to SH16 Interchange >

Te Atatu Road: Edmonton Road to SH16 >

Great North Road: Blockhouse Bay Road to SH16 >

Wolverton Street >

Broadway: Khyber Pass Road to Manukau Road >

Khyber Pass Road: Symonds Street to Broadway >

Ellerslie-Panmure Highway: Panmure Roundabout to Great  >

South Road

Great South Road: Church Street to Portage Road  >

Pakuranga Road: Panmure Bridge to Ti Rakau Drive >

South-eastern Highway: Waipuna Road to Ti Rakau Drive >

Church Street: Neilson Street to Great South Road >

Neilson Street: SH20 Interchange to Onehunga Mall >

Ti Rakau Drive: Harris Road to Pakuranga Road >

Great South Road: Redoubt Road to Te Irirangi Drive.  >

ARTA policies

ARTA’s future planning and funding decisions for regional arterial 

roads will be guided by the following policies: 

1. ARTA will encourage territorial authorities to incorporate the 

regional arterial network identifi ed in this plan into district plan 

road hierarchies.

2. ARTA will work with territorial authorities to develop district 

plan objectives, policies and rules that refl ect the functional 

classifi cations outlined in this plan. 
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3. ARTA will recommend to the Auckland Regional Transport 

Committee that the regional arterial network described in this 

plan be included in the next review of the RLTS.

4. ARTA will encourage road controlling authorities to prepare 

corridor management plans for regional arterial roads, giving 

priority to those that have been identifi ed as having a high 

priority for attention in this plan. Corridor management plans 

should take account of the guidelines in Section 8 on page 25 of 

this plan.

5. ARTA will work with territorial authorities and the New Zealand 

Transport Agency (NZTA) to ensure that there is suffi cient 

coordination between all parties to enable effective integration 

of state highways with local roads. 

6. ARTA will encourage road controlling authorities to implement 

the guidelines outlined in Section 8 of this plan, to improve the 

effectiveness, safety and management of the regional arterial 

network, including actions aimed at:

Making better use of the existing road space through giving a. 

greater priority for buses and high occupancy vehicles and 

placing emphasis on moving freight effi ciently and safely 

where appropriate

Supporting land use intensifi cation at identifi ed high- density b. 

centres and along growth corridors

Making greater use of access management plansc. 

Better meeting the needs of pedestrians and cyclistsd. 

Encouraging the development and implementation of e. 

engineering measures to improve road safety

Encouraging the use of technology and advanced traffi c f. 

management systems. 

7. In determining the relative priority for funding of projects on 

regional arterials, ARTA will take account of the functional 

classifi cations, defi ciencies and priorities identifi ed in this plan, 

and the content of corridor management plans. 

8. ARTA will give priority to funding for projects designed to 

effi ciently allocate regional arterial road space to meet both 

strategic and local community objectives, and give priority to the 

movement of people and freight over the movement of single 

occupant cars, particularly during peak periods. 

9. ARTA will generally accord a high priority to projects that have 

come about as a result of a corridor management plan that is 

given a high priority in this plan.

10. ARTA will encourage the NZTA to increase the fi nancial assistance 

rate for regional arterials, to recognise the important role that 

regional arterial roads fulfi l within the wider transport network, 

and to encourage road controlling authorities to bring forward 

appropriate projects. 

Guidelines for Corridor Management Plans

One of the main tools for assessing how to address the various 

competing requirements of a route is the development of corridor 

management plans. Section 8 provides guidelines for the development 

of such plans. 

Funding

The indicative total cost of upgrading the regional arterial network is 

estimated to be in the order of $4.0 billion. While this is an indicative 

estimate only and will need to be confi rmed through corridor 

management plans, this refl ects the high costs of road widening, and 

highlights the importance of making optimum use of the existing 

network and existing rights-of-way. 

The funding of regional arterials is an important issue. ARTA is 

concerned that current funding arrangements do not refl ect the vital 

role regional arterials play in supporting economic growth, achieving 

passenger transport mode share targets, improving road safety and 

completing the region’s walking and cycling networks.

The following options have been identifi ed, and require 

further investigation:

Reduce the disparity between state highway and regional  >

arterial funding, through a higher funding rate for regional 

arterial roads 

Alternative pricing mechanisms >

Debt funding met through toll revenues >

Development contributions. >

Monitoring and review

Key performance indicators (KPIs) have been identifi ed to refl ect the 

plan outcomes. At this stage, target values for the KPIs have not 

been developed, as these will rely on an assessment of baseline 

information. Future monitoring will need to measure progress against 

the required targets, including:

The expected mode split >

The expected level of service >

The relative travel times along a particular route, between modes >

Predictable travel times >

Value for money. >

ARTA intends to review and update the plan on a six-yearly cycle. To 

facilitate this process, ARTA will work with territorial authorities and 

other agencies to develop a measurement and reporting protocol for 

KPIs in advance of the next review of the plan.
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Regional arterials that have defi ciencies 
related to more than one road function. 
This multiple defi ciency indicates a need 
for further investigation, usually in the 
form of a CMP.
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A prosperous, growing and internationally competitive Auckland 

depends on an integrated, multi-modal transport network, and the 

regional arterial roads are a fundamental cornerstone of this 

integrated network. These roads link both rural and urban districts 

within the region, connect regionally signifi cant facilities and play a 

critical role in the movement of people, goods and services.

Over the next 25 years,  Auckland’s population is expected to grow 

to over two million people. This anticipated growth alone is more 

than the total population of any other New Zealand city and will 

largely be accommodated within the current metropolitan urban 

limits. This growth in the movement of people, goods and services 

needs to be accommodated by Auckland’s transport system. 

This plan identifi es these challenges and sets out a priortised set of 

co-ordinated actions to ensure that, as a key part of an integrated 

transport network, regional arterial roads will play their part in 

ensuring Auckland’s prosperity and international competitiveness. 

In Auckland, regional arterial roads are needed for the effi cient 

movement of public transport, freight, cycling as well as general 

traffi c and pedestrians trying to cross these busy roads. These roads 

also need to provide access to adjacent land uses – whether this is 

residential housing, shops or offi ces  – and cater for through traffi c. 

This plan clearly identifi es how different transport modes and uses of 

the regional arterial road network should take precedence on the 

network. It also prioritises which parts of the network need to be 

improved fi rst and in what order, and provides guidelines for how 

this should to be carried out.

ARTA believes that the transport challenge facing Auckland is to 

complete the work underway to deliver a properly connected roading 

network, manage the use of strategic and regional arterial roads as 

the primary mover of freight, services and other trips that cannot be 

made by public transport and to accelerate the delivery of a step 

change in public transport as the most effi cient way of moving large 

numbers of people. 

We also wish to better meet the needs of pedestrians and cyclists 

and encourage the development and implementation of engineering 

measures to improve road safety. The poor safety performance 

of regional arterial roads means they should be a major focus of 

regional initiatives aimed at achieving regional and national road 

safety targets. 

Assessment of the existing and future performance of our regional 

arterial roads indicates relatively poor performance due to long-term 

under-resourcing of the network in comparison to the growth in 

demand for its use. ARTA is concerned that investment in regional 

arterials is falling behind. In order to bring the network up to 

the required standard, it is our view that additional funding is 

required to reduce the disparity between state highway and regional 

arterial funding.

CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

Mark Ford

Chairman ARTA Board
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1  Purpose of the Regional Arterial Road Plan 

This is the fi rst Regional Arterial Road Plan (RARP) for the Auckland 

region. It has been prepared by the Auckland Regional Transport 

Authority (ARTA), in collaboration with the region’s road controlling 

authorities and other key transport stakeholders. 

The development of a Regional Arterial Road Plan is a requirement of 

the 2005 Auckland Regional Land Transport Strategy (RLTS), and 

recognises the important role that regional arterial roads play in 

Auckland’s transport network. Regional arterials link districts or urban 

areas within the region, and connect regionally signifi cant facilities. 

Along with strategic routes (state highways) they play a critical role in 

the movement of people and goods within the region. It is essential 

that they operate effi ciently and effectively, and that they are 

managed and developed in a manner that is sensitive to the 

surrounding environment. 

While the 2005 RLTS included a defi nition of the regional arterial 

network, it also pointed to the need for additional policy development 

for this part of the network. In particular, the RLTS included 

policies to: 

Develop standards or guidelines for how the strategic and regional 

networks should be managed. These standards or guidelines are 

likely to address matters such as geometric standards, provision for 

heavy vehicles, public transport, walking and cycling, property access, 

provision for parking and integration with town centres. 

Develop, prepare and implement corridor management plans for 

developing the strategic and regional arterial networks and corridors, 

taking into account the standards or guidelines developed1.

This plan has been prepared in response to those policies. Its purposes 

are four-fold: 

To defi ne the existing and future role and function of  >

regional arterials 

To provide a framework for the integrated management of  >

regional arterial roads, and their interaction with surrounding 

land uses and other parts of the road network 

To provide a basis for project prioritisation  >

To develop a rationale for more appropriate funding for regional  >

arterial roads. 

The plan redefi nes the regional arterial road network and considers 

the functional classifi cation of each road included within the 

network. It identifi es the functional priorities of different parts of the 

network, assesses defi ciencies in performance over the next 10 years, 

and highlights the priority areas for attention. This will help to 

ensure that the region’s transport funds are directed to the most 

important priorities. 

The plan sets out policies to enable regional arterials to be managed 

in a more effective, integrated manner, and it provides guidance for 

road controlling authorities in the development of more detailed 

corridor management plans. 

1.2  The Role of Regional Arterial Roads 

The RLTS defi nes strategic and arterial roads as follows: 

Strategic roads “link the region to other regions or connect to  >

strategic facilities such as the port or airport” 

Regional arterial roads “link districts or urban areas within the  >

region and connect regionally signifi cant facilities”. 

In line with these defi nitions, the RLTS identifi ed existing and future 

strategic route and regional arterial road networks. These are set out 

in Appendix E on page 49.

Although regional arterial roads are identifi ed in district plans, and 

occupy a place near the top of the road hierarchy, they often look 

and operate just like many other busy roads. This highlights the need 

to properly identify (on a consistent basis, at a regional level) which 

roads should perform a regionally important transport role, and to 

defi ne what is expected of such roads. 

The RLTS recommends that traffi c management systems are 

developed that refl ect and reinforce the roading hierarchy identifi ed 

and that management policies are implemented for each level of the 

hierarchy, consistent with the following principles: 

On strategic roads, the movement of people and goods should  >

predominate and property access should be allowed only where 

the transport function is not compromised 

On regional arterial roads, the movement of people and goods  >

on the road should generally have priority over the access 

function of the road 

On both strategic and regional arterial corridors, provision  >

should be made for pedestrians and cyclists to move safely and 

conveniently 

Both strategic and regional arterial roads should facilitate the  >

movement of heavy motor vehicles 

Both strategic and regional arterial roads should be designed  >

to accommodate public transport and to provide priority for 

public transport vehicles where warranted by demand and 

traffi c conditions 

The design and operation of regional arterial roads should  >

support the amenity of communities they pass through 

Where regional arterial roads pass through high-density centres  >

and corridors, the balance of travel and land use demands should 

be carefully considered to ensure that the road network supports 

the growth strategy in an integrated manner 

1 Auckland Regional Land Transport Strategy (2005), page 78.
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Consistent, coherent and high-quality signage (both directional  >

and street) should be implemented on strategic and regional 

arterial roads. 

The RLTS also refers to the need to investigate and implement 

technologies for improving traffi c management. 

1.3  Plan Objectives 

In preparing this plan, care has been taken to ensure that the multi-

dimensional nature of regional arterial corridors has been taken into 

account. To this end, the following set of plan objectives were agreed 

at the outset by the ARTA Board and the Regional Transport Executive 

Group (RTEG).  

Enabling the Passenger Transport Network Plan quality transit  >

objectives to be met 

Ensuring that the objectives of the Regional Growth Strategy  >

are supported 

Recognising the multi-modal function of roads as defi ned in the  >

Sustainable Transport Plan 

Ensuring the RLTS safety objectives are supported  >

Ensuring that the freight movement objectives of the Regional  >

Freight Strategy are supported 

Identifying gaps in current performance, and priorities for  >

improvement 

Enabling clear and transparent decisions to be made, particularly  >

in relation to priorities for funding 

Providing input to the next iteration of the Auckland Transport  >

Plan and the next Auckland RLTS review 

Contributing to better integration between state highways  >

and local roads, between roads and land use, and between 

transport modes. 

1.4  Document Outline 

This document is set out as follows: 

Section 2 provides the policy framework within which this plan  >

needs to fi t 

Section 3 sets out trends and issues relating to travel within the  >

Auckland region 

Section 4 defi nes regional arterial roads and the regional arterial  >

network for Auckland 

Section 5 summarises the predominant functions of each of the  >

regional arterial roads 

Section 6 develops priorities for action  >

Section 7 sets out ARTA policies relating to regional arterial roads  >

Section 8 sets out guidelines for corridor management plans  >

Section 9 relates to funding of the regional arterial network  >

Section 10 considers monitoring of the regional arterial network,  >

the development of key performance indicators, and future 

review of the plan. 
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2 SETTING THE SCENE
2.1  Role of the Auckland Regional Transport Authority 

ARTA was established in 2004 to plan, fund, develop and operate 

the regional land transport system in a manner which contributes to 

an integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable transport system for 

the Auckland region. The Auckland region requires an integrated, 

effective transport system to enhance its economy, maintain and 

improve its liveability and provide good accessibility for the people 

who live, work and play in the region. 

Successful cities require transport systems that move people and 

goods in the most sustainable, effective and effi cient ways. To achieve 

this in Auckland, ARTA is shifting the focus of transport planning in 

Auckland from moving vehicles towards moving people and goods 

sustainably. This has direct implications on the operation and 

management of the regional arterial network. 

Planning for regional arterial roads forms an important part of ARTA’s 

role. ARTA has responsibility for preparing the annual Land Transport 

Programme for the Auckland region, which coordinates and prioritises 

funding requests for local roads and public transport. To carry out 

this duty effectively, ARTA needs to have a robust basis for expenditure 

decisions on the key parts of the transport network. 

2.2  Relationships with Other Plans and Policies 

This Regional Arterial Road Plan has been prepared within the context 

of a wide range of statutory and non-statutory strategies, plans and 

policy documents. A summary of the key plans and policies is included 

in Appendix B on page 36. Table 1 on the following page summarises 

the implications of these policies and plans for the regional arterial 

network which need to be addressed within this plan. 
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Table 1: Implications of policies and plans for the Regional Arterial Road Plan

New Zealand Transport Strategy 
(NZTS)

The plan needs to be consistent with the objectives of the NZTS and contribute to the targets of the 
updated NZTS. 

The NZTS proposes some ambitious national targets, aimed at achieving a more sustainable future 
transport system, including a halving of greenhouse gas emissions from transport, and a signifi cant 
increase in travel by public transport, walking and cycling. 

The Government Policy Statement (GPS) on land transport funding also has supplementary targets 
for 2015 (see below). 

Government Policy Statement (GPS) The GPS sets out the Government’s desired outcomes and funding priorities for the land transport 
sector, covering the period 2009/10 to 2014/15 and, more indicatively, 2018/19. The plan needs to 
be consistent with the GPS and contribute to the targets. These include targets for a reduction in 
single occupancy vehicles, increased coastal shipping, improved travel times and reliability, improved 
safety, increased passenger transport patronage and increased walking and cycling by 2015. The GPS 
targets are being regionalised and it is likely that specifi c targets for walking and cycling, single 
occupancy vehicles and public transport will be set for the Auckland region.

Auckland Regional Policy Statement 
(RPS)

RPS changes contain objectives and policies that seek to improve the interrelationship between land 
use and transport, with particular relevance to arterial roads.

Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) The RGS aims to concentrate a bigger proportion of the region’s population and employment in 
growth centres and along the major passenger transport corridors. This is expected to improve the 
effi ciency and convenience of passenger transport and increase opportunities to walk and cycle. This 
will in turn improve the whole of the transport system, but also raises a number of challenges on 
regional arterials to ensure that increased urban densities can be accommodated without reducing 
transport effectiveness or environmental quality within affected corridors.

Regional Land Transport Strategy 
(RLTS)

The RLTS provides the strategic framework within which this plan has been prepared. See Appendix 
B for more detail.

Auckland Transport Plan (ATP) The ATP provides information for the preparation of work programmes, using a consistent integrated 
approach to prioritise transport projects and packages. An update of the ATP is currently in 
preparation, and this plan will inform that process. 

Passenger Transport Network Plan 
(PTNP)

The PTNP identifi es a three-tier passenger transport network for the region, which includes the 
Quality Transit Network (QTN). The QTN is of particular relevance to this plan, as a signifi cant 
proportion of QTN bus routes are located along the regional arterial roads. The PTNP highlights the 
need for these services to be given priority wherever possible.

Sustainable Transport Plan (STP) The STP highlights the increased need to manage and operate the regional arterial network 
with greater appreciation of the sensitivity of adjacent land uses and the needs of pedestrians 
and cyclists. It also identifi es the regional cycle network, much of which is located on regional arterial 
roads.

Auckland Regional Land Transport 
Programme (RLTP)

Because of its role in prioritising future investment and operating expenditure for the road network, 
the RLTP will be an important tool in implementing this plan. 

Auckland Transport Strategic 
Alignment Project (ATSAP)

The ATSAP report highlights the importance of planning for arterial roads in the region, and notes 
the role that this plan is expected to play in this.

Regional Road Safety Plan (RRSP) The RRSP sets out regional and local road safety targets, education, enforcement and engineering 
strategies for reducing crashes. Given the considerable volume of people and vehicles moving on 
arterials, the RRSP has a high level of relevance. 

Regional Freight Strategy The Auckland Regional Freight Strategy aims to promote the effi cient, safe and environmentally 
sustainable distribution of freight within the Auckland region. A key amount of freight moves on 
regional arterials and therefore due consideration must be given to the freight strategy. 

Regional Parking Strategy The Regional Parking Strategy provides guidance on parking policies which will infl uence the 
provision of parking along and near regional arterials.
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3.1  Trends and Issues

In developing this plan, ARTA has taken account of the wide range of 

trends and issues that infl uence the future use of regional arterials. 

The key points are as follows: 

A key issue requiring the development of the Auckland region’s  >

transport system is its growing population and economy. 

Auckland’s population is currently 1.4 million and is expected to 

reach two million people before 2036, an increase of 600,000 

people. This growth will place increasing pressure on the regional 

arterial network as the demand for travel increases, and the 

capacity of the strategic network comes under further pressure. 

Future management of the regional arterial network will need to 

respond to these pressures, but will also need to be consistent 

with regional policies that are aimed at reducing the need to 

travel by private vehicle, through land use changes and by 

making other modes more attractive. 

The environmental effects of transport are becoming increasingly  >

acknowledged and these issues will signifi cantly affect the 

development of the transport networks. 

The region’s geographic constraints impose restrictions on the  >

transport system, confi ning links to narrow corridors in key 

locations. This means there are few alternative routes and 

signifi cant environmental and community costs to providing new 

routes or additional capacity. 

The busiest part of the transport network is the north-south  >

motorway system that passes through the centre of the urban 

area and also serves as a major access to the Auckland CBD. This 

concentrates north-south travel in a corridor that is facing severe 

capacity constraints and where viable options for expanding 

capacity are limited. The regional arterial network in this location 

is likely to come under severe pressure as a result. 

Most major bus routes on the Quality Transit Network (QTN) are  >

located on regional arterials, and their attractiveness as a travel 

alternative will depend on the ability of buses to avoid congestion 

through priority measures. A challenge for the Regional Arterial 

Road Plan (RARP) is therefore to understand and balance the 

relative importance of the regional arterial roads for general 

traffi c and for passenger transport. 

A number of sensitive land use activities, such as schools or town  >

centres, are located alongside regional arterial roads. A key 

challenge for regional arterial roads is dealing with the confl ict 

between the increasing demand for transport and sensitive land 

use (or “place”) functions. 

A signifi cant determinant of economic well-being is the ability of  >

the transport system to effi ciently move goods and services. The 

regional arterial network plays an important role in the 

distribution of goods and services within the region, which 

accounts for a much greater number of freight movements than 

inter-regional travel. 

The ability to continue to accommodate important economic  >

freight movements on the roading system (particularly during 

peak hours) is limited by the large and growing numbers of 

non-commercial vehicle trips. This suggests that some form of 

priority for freight vehicles may have benefi ts in some key parts 

of the network.

The issue of access management along regional arterial routes is  >

important in terms of safety and the capacity of routes. According 

to the US Transportation Research Board’s Access Management 

Manual, an effective access management programme can 

increase roadway capacity by 23% to 45%, and reduce travel 

time and delay by as much as 40% to 60%. Research from the 

US has also demonstrated the clear correlation between the 

number of access points on a road and the crash rate.

Issues relating to the availability and price of fuel are also  >

becoming increasingly signifi cant. There is increasing agreement 

amongst energy analysts that we have either reached or we are 

approaching what is being termed “Peak Oil”. This will result in 

an increase in fuel prices, or at the least, rapidly fl uctuating fuel 

prices, which will have an impact on the regional arterial 

network. Trends show that an increase in the cost of fuel is likely 

to lead to a decrease in discretionary vehicle use and a 

corresponding increase in the use of passenger transport and 

active modes of travel. In light of this, the challenge for the 

regional arterials is to ensure that these modes are viable 

alternatives to vehicular travel. 

3.2  NZ Transport Strategy Targets

The updated New Zealand Transport Strategy (NZTS) and the 

Government Policy Statement (GPS) have identifi ed some key 

targets for increasing the person trip share of both active modes 

and passenger transport. The relevant targets from the NZTS are 

as follows:

Increase use of public transport to 7% of all trips by 2040 > 2

Increase walking, cycling and other active modes to 30% of total  >

trips in urban areas by 2040

Reduce the kilometres travelled by single occupancy vehicles in  >

major urban areas on weekdays by 10% per capita by 2015 

(compared with 2007)

Improve reliability of journey times on critical routes > 3

Reduce average journey times on critical rotes. >

3 TRENDS AND ISSUES

2 From 11 million boardings in 2006/7 to more than 525 million boardings in 2040 countrywide.
3 The defi nition of a “critical route” has yet to be identifi ed, however it is likely that some critical routes will be regional arterial roads.
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By comparison, the targets set out in the Auckland Regional Land 

Transport Strategy (2005) sought an increase in passenger transport 

trips from 7% to 11% in the peak periods and 15.5% of all trips by 

walking and cycling by 2016. These targets will now need to be 

updated, in the light of the NZTS.

The NZTS targets are not measured in the same way as previous 

regional targets; however it has become apparent that the NZTS 

targets are more ambitious. If the region is to meet the 2040 targets, 

the following changes will be required:

The number of passenger transport trips will need to increase by  >

fi ve-fold4

The number of active mode trips will need to approximately triple >

The number of vehicular trips will need to remain at a roughly  >

similar level to today’s volumes. 

Implementing these targets will have a substantial impact on the 

regional arterial network, as follows:

The vast majority of the Quality Transit Network (QTN) is located  >

on regional arterial roads, and consequently the trend of bus 

priority on these roads will need to increase

If we are to meet the substantial increase in active mode trips  >

required by the NZTS, then it will be necessary to have signifi cant 

changes in the management of regional arterial roads, which are 

likely to result in greater priority for cyclists and more ability for 

pedestrians to cross major roads in a better environment. 

The Auckland Regional Council’s land use and transport model 

predicts that between 2001 and 2016 the demands for travel in the 

Auckland region by private vehicles are expected to increase by 25%. 

These results refl ect the balance of transport investment currently 

anticipated by the RLTS, but this indicates that more radical 

measures will be required if the challenging targets set by the NZTS 

are to be achieved. Signifi cant investment is therefore required to 

improve the person-carrying capacity rather than the vehicle-carrying 

capacity of routes.

The Importance of Regional Arterials

Key statistics relating to the predicted performance of the regional 

arterial roads in 2016, relative to other types of roads, are summarised 

in Figure 1 below. 

4 Based upon (i) the projected growth in passenger transport trips in Wellington from 2008 (83 per capita) to 2016 (113 per capita) continuing to 2040 (285 per capita) 
and (ii) on the assumption that Auckland achieves the same per capita level as Wellington by 2040. The 2040 population of Auckland is estimated to be 2.11 million 
of which 85% are urban, which equates to 511 million trips compared to the current 54 million trips. A more realistic per capita growth of 160 trips equates to 286 
million trips in 2040. 
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Figure 1: Predicted performance of the road networks in 2016: 
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The diagram on page 6 indicates that: 

Both the state highway and regional arterial road networks  >

comprise low percentages of the overall road network (about 

4% each).

The state highways are predicted to take a signifi cant proportion  >

of vehicle travel on what is a relatively small proportion of 

the network.

The regional arterial routes are also predicted to take more than  >

“their share” of vehicle travel, i.e. 13% of vehicle kilometres on 

4% of the network.

The regional arterial network in Auckland plays a key passenger  >

transport role. By 2016, two thirds of all passenger transport 

travel will be on the region’s road network. Of this, almost half 

will be on regional arterial roads. Providing suffi cient priority 

especially for QTN routes is therefore crucial to a successful 

passenger transport network. Improving the regional arterials for 

bus movement will reduce journey times, improve reliability and 

encourage further patronage increases, which in turn will reduce 

congestion on the road space available for other vehicles, 

including commercial vehicles.

Regional roads also cater for signifi cant commercial vehicle  >

trips, and are essential to the regional (and therefore the 

national) economy.

While regional arterial routes only contribute around 4% of the  >

lane kilometres, approximately 24% of the region’s road 

accidents take place along these routes. This fi gure is clearly 

greater than the percentage of vehicle kilometres and it probably 

refl ects the confl ict between the various roles of the regional 

arterial roads, including the level of vehicle access to the adjoining 

property, the pedestrian activity in key places and the transport 

function. Key crash issues include: speed, pedestrian safety, 

intersections, alcohol and roadside hazards and bends. The 

annual social cost of these arterial crashes is estimated at more 

than $558 million. Crashes also create signifi cant delays along 

these routes.

To meet the NZTS and GPS targets, the region’s arterial roads will  >

need to be made safer and more inviting for pedestrians, public 

transport users and cyclists.

The above fi gures highlight the importance of the regional arterial 

network, but ARTA considers that funding of these routes is under-

represented. Although the percentage of the funding currently 

earmarked for the regional roads is broadly consistent with the 

vehicle kilometres forecast along these routes, it is less than the 

percentage of commercial trips, and signifi cantly less than the 

percentages of public transport trips and of accident costs. 

Investment in improving the effi ciency of existing regional arterial 

roads, with the emphasis being on persons carried along these 

routes, can help to minimise the potential adverse social, 

environmental and cost effects of new transport links. For example, 

improving effi ciencies within an existing road reserve can cost 

between $4m to $11m per kilometre, while providing a signifi cant 

new transport corridor through a dense urban area can cost up to 

$350m per kilometre. 
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4 THE REGIONAL ARTERIAL NETWORK
This section discusses the role of road hierarchies, and defi nes the 

regional arterial network for the Auckland region. 

4.1  Road Hierarchies 

The concept of a road hierarchy is widely used in New Zealand and 

most, if not all, local roading authorities include a road hierarchy 

within their district plans. As noted above, the importance and 

potential benefi ts of developing a roading hierarchy is recognised in 

the RLTS. 

The purpose of a road hierarchy system has been defi ned as being: 

“To avoid confl ict, by separating roads serving different purposes  >

from each other and from building and other non-road uses 

To allow consistent decisions to be made about the design and  >

management of a road 

To assist with the allocation of responsibilities.” > 5

5 Marshall S. (2004), “Building on Buchanan: Evolving Road Hierarchy for today’s streets oriented design agenda”

Figure 2: Actual road type and function on regional arterials in Auckland

Traffic function

Primarily serves a
network function

Serves a limited
network function

Motorways in the
Auckland region 

South-eastern
Highway 

Fanshawe Street

Lincoln Road

East Coast Road  

Local RoadsRegional Arterials

Limited access Land service function Exists primarily for land service

As illustrated, regional
arterials in Auckland

perform with different 
levels of service and

traffic function

Figure 2 below sets out where various regional arterial roads within 

Auckland fi t within the road hierarchy system. It illustrates that most 

regional arterials do not comply with the theoretical design standards 

for this type of road. There are many different standards of regional 

arterial roads within the network, some offer a high traffi c function 

and little access, such as the South-eastern Highway, whereas others 

offer a much lower traffi c function but a high access function.
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There are various classifi cation systems and types of road hierarchies in use. Table 2 below summarises the functional purpose and operational 

characteristics of each tier of a typical road classifi cation system. The role and characteristics of regional arterials are highlighted. 

Table 2: General summary of roading hierarchy – function and characteristics

Road 
classifi cation 

Motorways Strategic 
routes (non-
motorway)

Regional 
arterial routes

District arterial 
routes

Collector roads Local roads

Traffi c 
function

Highest category 
routes which have 
the greatest through 
movement function

Intended to carry 
predominantly 
through traffi c 
(but many also 
serve adjacent 
activities)

Intended to carry 
predominantly 
through traffi c 
(but many also 
serve adjacent 
activities)

Provide 
movement within 
the district 
between key 
nodes

Collect traffi c 
from local roads 
in order to 
connect with 
district arterials 
or regional 
arterials

Lowest category 
routes, with 
primary role 
being to serve 
adjacent property

Connect the region 
with other regions

Connect regions 
with other 
regions and 
connect areas 
within a region

Connect principal 
sectors of the 
region (not 
catered for by 
strategic routes)

Connect major 
nodes within an 
area. Also may 
serve adjacent 
key activities

May link two 
arterials, or local 
roads with 
arterials. Also 
may serve 
adjacent key 
activities

Collect and 
distribute traffi c 
to/from other 
local routes 
within an area

Operational 
characteristics

Can be 4 to 8 lanes Can be 2 to 
6 lanes

Can be 2 to 
6 lanes

Can be 2 or 
4 lanes

Can be 2 or 
4 lanes

Generally 2 lanes

Traffi c volumes 
generally in excess 
of 40,000 vehicles 
per day

Traffi c volumes 
generally in 
excess of 40,000 
vehicles per day

Traffi c volumes 
may be up to and 
in excess of 
40,000 vehicles 
per day6

Traffi c fl ows 
generally in the 
range of 5,000 to 
25,000 vehicles 
per day

Traffi c fl ows 
typically in the 
range of 3,000 to 
10,000 vehicles 
per day

Traffi c fl ows are 
generally less 
than 1,000, 
although they 
can be up to 
5,000 vehicles 
per day

Buses travel along 
shoulders or in 
general traffi c lanes. 
No passenger 
transport stops 
provided, except on 
dedicated facilities, 
e.g. Northern Busway 
stations

May include 
signifi cant 
passenger 
transport 
facilities, e.g. 
bus priority 
measures

Must include 
signifi cant 
passenger 
transport 
facilities, e.g. bus 
lanes and other 
priority measures

May include 
signifi cant 
passenger 
transport 
facilities, e.g. bus 
priority measures

Less signifi cant 
passenger 
transport facilities

Limited 
passenger 
transport facilities

High speed 
environment 
(80-100 kph

Moderate to 
high speed 
environment 
(50–80 kph)

Generally 
moderate speed 
environment 
(50 kph)

Generally 
moderate speed 
environment 
(50 kph)

Low to moderate 
speed 
environment

Low speed 
environment

No access to 
adjoining land

Very limited 
access to 
adjoining land

Access can be 
limited or effects 
controlled by 
territorial 
authority (TLA)

Access can be 
limited or effects 
controlled by TLA

Signifi cant access 
adjoining 
property

High access to 
adjoining 
property

Directions of traffi c 
segregated by 
barriers

Opposing traffi c 
directions 
generally 
segregated by 
fl ush or raised 
media

May have 
opposing traffi c 
directions 
segregated by a 
fl ush or raised 
median

May have 
opposing traffi c 
directions 
segregated by a 
fl ush median

Often no 
segregation 
between 
directions

Generally no 
segregation 
between 
directions

No parking permitted Generally no 
parking 
permitted

Parking often 
controlled

Parking often 
controlled

Parking often 
permitted

Parking 
permitted

High design standard 
for road environment

High design 
standard for 
road 
environment

Moderate to high 
design standards 
for road 
environment

Moderate to high 
design standards 
for road 
environment

Low to moderate 
design standards 
for road 
environment

Generally low 
design standards 
for road 
environment

Pedestrian and cycle 
facilities need to be 
segregated

Pedestrian and 
cycle facilities 
generally 
segregated

Pedestrian and 
cycle facilities 
generally 
segregated

Some pedestrian 
and cycle 
segregation

Modest 
pedestrian and 
cycle segregation

Low need for 
segregated 
pedestrian and 
cycle facilities

6 Traffi c fl ow range based on Auckland City District Plan
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4.2  Defi nition of Auckland’s Regional Arterial Network 

The RLTS describes regional arterials as roads that “link districts or 

urban areas within the region and connect regionally signifi cant 

facilities”. This section of the plan contains a more detailed 

consideration of that general defi nition within the Auckland context 

to defi ne the Auckland regional arterial road network. 

The following criteria were used to guide decision making on which 

roads should be defi ned as regional arterial roads7: 

Urban roads 

Provide access to major destinations of national signifi cance >

Provide access to major employment areas >

Provide access to major attractors >

Support growth centres and corridors >

Perform a regional function (such as linking major  >

geographical areas)

Provide network resilience/security >

Provide network connectivity >

Relatively high traffi c volume >

Major freight routes >

Access to rapid transit >

Major bus routes.  >

Rural roads 

Provide access to major centres >

Provide access to regional facilities, such as regional parks >

Provide access to rural industry, such as quarries >

Provide network resilience/security >

Provide network connectivity >

Relatively high traffi c volume >

Support the growth strategy. >

The resulting regional arterial road network proposed by this plan is 

shown in Figure 3 on page 11. The roads included are listed in 

Appendix E on page 49. For completeness, the diagram shows 

strategic routes as well as regional arterial routes. 

It is important to note that there is not a direct correlation between 

“strategic routes” and state highways. Some state highways are not 

defi ned as strategic routes in the Auckland road hierarchy; and some 

strategic routes are not state highways. This is illustrated, with 

examples, in Table 3 on the right. This plan deals with all of the routes 

in the diagram except for the following state highway strategic 

routes: 

SH1 Northern and Southern Motorway, including SH1A >

SH16 North-western Motorway >

SH16 north of Brigham Creek Road  >

SH18 Upper Harbour Motorway (currently under construction) >

SH20 South-western Motorway  >

SH20A and SH20B routes to the airport >

SH2 >

SH22.  >

The following routes are defi ned as strategic routes, even though 

they are not state highways: 

Neilson Street  >

South-eastern Highway >

Ti Rakau Drive >

Te Irirangi Drive.  >

Although these routes are not defi ned as regional arterials, they have 

been included in this plan to ensure complete coverage of major 

roads under TLA control. 

The plan also includes those state highways that have been 

classifi ed as regional arterial routes, rather than strategic routes. 

These include:

SH17 >

SH1 Hibiscus Coast Highway between the SH1 Silverdale  >

Interchange and Orewa

SH16 between Hobsonville Road and Brigham Creek Road  >

Parts of SH18, namely Upper Harbour Drive plus Hobsonville  >

Road, following completion of construction of the Upper 

Harbour Motorway

Table 3: Strategic and regional roads included in this plan

Local roads State highways

Regional 
function

e.g. Great South Road
Included in all analysis 

e.g. SH17, SH1 Hibiscus 
Coast Highway
Included in all analysis 

Strategic 
function

e.g. Neilson Street
Included in all analysis

e.g SH1
Not included in analysis

4.3  Changes to the 2005 RLTS Draft Regional Arterial 

Network 

The defi nition process and the Regional Arterial Network described in 

Section 4.2 above have resulted in a number of changes to the draft 

regional arterial road network included in the 2005 RLTS. These 

changes are set out in Appendix F on page 53, along with the 

reasoning behind the inclusion. 

For a full description of this process, please refer to Technical Paper 

RARP-TP1. 

7 For a full description of this process, refer to Technical Paper RARP-TP1
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5 FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
This section of the plan identifi es the future functional classifi cation 

of each section of the regional arterial network. This takes account 

of the following functions, and information on the demand for 

each function: 

General traffi c: total daily volume in 2016 >

Passenger transport: peak-hour frequency in 2016 >

Cycling: links identifi ed on the regional cycle network  >

Freight: daily heavy commercial vehicle (HCV) movements  >

in 2016.

The classifi cation also takes account of the relative importance of 

“place”, which relates to land uses adjacent to the regional arterials. 

The purpose of this classifi cation is to consider where regional arterial 

roads pass sensitive land uses such as town centres or schools and 

the traffi c on the road is likely to have a higher than normal affect on 

the adjacent area, For a summary of all areas defi ned as having a 

high “place” sensitivity, see Appendix H on page 60.

The data for this classifi cation has been sourced from the Auckland 

Regional Council’s transport model (for general traffi c and freight) 

and passenger transport model, the regional cycle network plan, 

counts of existing percentages of HCVs, and the knowledge of local 

TLAs in the case of place. A more detailed explanation of the 

defi nitions and methods used to determine the functional 

classifi cation can be found in Appendix C and technical paper 

RARP-TP2.

The resulting functional demand of the regional arterial network has 

been mapped and can be found in Appendix G. 

Following from this analysis, Table 4 below presents a summary of 

the role and future strategic direction for each section of the regional 

arterial network. The table also includes the short-term actions that 

are proposed for each section of the network, arising from the 

analysis in this plan.

Table 4: Role and strategic direction of regional arterial roads

Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

Auckland City

Great North Road 
(TLA boundary to 
Point Chevalier)

Major bus route forming part of the QTN

Passes through Avondale town centre

Heavy traffi c fl ows along Waterview Straight

Route infl uenced by proposed 
SH20 Waterview extension

Need to develop bus priority 

Integration with SH16 
interchange management

Integrate planning of bus 
priority measures on Great 
North Road with SH20 
extension through 
Waterview

Great North Road 
(Point Chevalier to 
Karangahape Road) 

Major bus route forming part of the QTN with 
bus lanes

Accesses Western Springs/Zoo/MOTAT 
complex

Intersects with Carrington Road, St Lukes 
Road, Bond Street, Newton Road and 
Ponsonby Road

Continued emphasis on bus 
priority plus integration with 
SH16 interchange management

Prepare plans showing how 
route will be managed to 
provide permanent bus 
lanes

Integrate route planning 
with town centre 
development planning

Wolverton Street – 
Tiverton Road – 
Maioro Street

East-west route with increased role following 
SH20 Mt Roskill extension, including link 
between Maioro Street and Sandringham 
Road

Increased traffi c function

Increased passenger transport 
role over time

Complete implementation 
of route upgrading

Carrington Road – 
Mt Albert Road – 
Mt Smart Road – 
Mays Road – 
Church Street

Cross-city route

Part of QTN west of Selwyn St, Onehunga

Links growth centres and north-south 
corridors

Accesses major employment areas, Unitec and 
Mt Smart Stadium

Part of regional cycle network

Traffi c fl ows to reduce west of 
Queenstown Rd as SH20 is 
extended westwards 

Use opportunity to increase 
passenger transport emphasis 
and integrate with intensifi cation 
of town centres

Prepare plans indicating 
how route will be managed 
in phase with the westward 
extension of SH20 and 
supporting town centre 
development objectives
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Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

Auckland City (continued)

St Lukes Road – 
Balmoral Road – 
Green Lane West 
and East 

Major east-west route intersecting with 
several north-south routes as well as the SH1 
and SH16 motorways

A general traffi c route accessing the St Lukes 
regional shopping centre, Greenlane and 
Ascot Hospitals, Alexandra Park and the 
Showgrounds

Some sections of the route have direct 
frontage access, while other sections have 
limited access

Important cycle route with cycle facilities on 
some sections, but no route continuity

Balance east-west capacity with 
north-south bus priorities at key 
intersections

Seek to better manage frontage 
access over time and to make 
greater provision for cyclists

Management of queuing at 
Greenlane interchange to 
prioritise east-west movement 
while integrating with SH1

Make decisions on 
development of Balmoral/
Greenlane/Manukau and 
Balmoral/Dominion 
intersections

Where appropriate, 
incorporate access 
management, cycle facility 
improvement and 
integration with motorway 
management in corridor 
management planning

Neilson Street – 
Church Street

Major freight route

Accesses Penrose industrial area and 
Onehunga

Along with SEART forms key linkage between 
SH1 and SH20 

Upgrade to form strategic link 
between SH1 and SH20 (or 
replace with new route)

Improve traffi c conditions in 
vicinity of SH20 interchange 
while protecting Onehunga Mall 
from through traffi c

Determine future strategic 
route development needs 
including role of Neilson 
Street and freight priority 
measures

Support future development 
of the Onehunga town 
centre

Dominion Road 
(north of SH20) plus 
Ian McKinnon Drive

Major bus route forming part of the QTN with 
bus lanes in place

General traffi c function will increase on 
extension of SH20 including an interchange at 
Dominion Road

Serves a growth centre

Further development as a major 
passenger transport route, 
serving route between Auckland 
Airport and the CBD

May include improved access 
management and making better 
use of the supporting road 
network

Resolution of future passenger 
transport role of Ian McKinnon 
Drive

Finalise planning of the 
development of route as a 
major passenger transport 
facility

Identify means of making 
better use of the supporting 
road network for short-
distance local trips to reduce 
pressure on Dominion Road

Manukau Road – 
Pah Road – 
Queenstown Road

General traffi c route functioning as major 
access route to Auckland Airport

Part of QTN north of Greenwoods Corner

A focus on improving the quality 
and consistency of travel to 
Auckland Airport

Bus priority at key intersections

Finalise and implement 
measures for appropriate 
management of the corridor 
as a major route to the 
airport while recognising its 
important role in the bus 
network and land use 
development objectives

Great South Road 
(north of Main 
Highway)

Major bus route forming part of the QTN with 
north-bound bus lanes in place north of 
Greenlane

Recently upgraded between Main Highway 
and Greenlane – a section with high traffi c 
demands

Continued integration with 
changing land uses at 
Newmarket

Further development of bus 
priorities north of Greenlane, 
particularly on approach to 
Newmarket

Identify future bus priority 
needs, particularly on 
approach to Newmarket, 
including potential route 
protection needs

Integrate route planning and 
development with land use 
development objectives and 
plans

Great South Road 
(Main Highway to 
Saleyards Rd) – 

Saleyards Road – 
Walmsley Road 

Major freight route south of SH1 Penrose 
Interchange

Serves major employment areas and Otahuhu 
growth area

Management and development 
as a major freight route

Consider capacity requirements 
from Church Street to Portage 
Road

Identify and, as appropriate, 
implement freight priority 
measures

Determine route 
development and route 
protection needs between 
Church Street and Portage 
Road

Atkinson Ave – 
Mt Wellington 
Highway

Part of QTN

Serves major employment areas, Otahuhu and 
Sylvia Park shopping centre

High traffi c demands north of Sylvia Park 
Road

General traffi c emphasis with bus 
priority at intersections south of 
Sylvia Park Road

Northern section forms part of 
AMETI

Identify appropriate and 
feasible bus priority 
measures
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Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

Auckland City (continued)

Ellerslie-Panmure 
Highway

Part of QTN

Serves high-density growth centres.

Important general traffi c route

Passenger transport emphasis 
plus high traffi c demands

Integration with SH1 
management at Penrose 
Interchange

Determine an appropriate 
design for the corridor 
incorporating permanent 
bus priority measures

Identify any route protection 
needs

Integrate management west 
of Ellerslie with Penrose 
Interchange

Sylvia Park Road and 
Portage Road

East-west links between Mt Wellington 
Highway and Great South Road

No change No actions identifi ed

Great South Road 
(TLA boundary to 
Otahuhu)

North-South arterial paralleling the Southern 
Motorway

Part of QTN

Further development of higher 
passenger transport emphasis

Further develop and 
implement bus priority 
measures 

Princes Street Route linking SH1 with Atkinson Ave, 
Otahuhu

Management for general traffi c 
movement

Integrate with SH1 
Interchange management 
and improvement

South-eastern 
Highway 

High-capacity limited access route crossing the 
Tamaki River, intersecting with Carbine Road, 
crossing over Mt Wellington Highway, 
interchanging with SH1, intersecting with 
Great South Road and connecting with 
Church Street at O’Rorke Road

AMETI project includes 
duplicating the Pakuranga 
Bridge, upgrading Waipuna Road 
and Waipuna/SE Highway 
intersection and grade separating 
the Carbine Road intersection. 

Integration with management of 
SH1 in vicinity of the 
interchange.

Refer to AMETI

Integrate motorway ramps 
and the arterial route 
management

Identify and where 
appropriate implement 
freight priority measures

Lagoon Drive – 
Panmure Bridge

Part of QTN

Limited capacity due to topography

Connects to Panmure roundabout

Part of AMETI project, which 
includes road and passenger 
transport network improvements

Improved amenity and 
accessibility around Panmure 
roundabout

Refer to AMETI

Waipuna Road Link between South-eastern Highway and 
Mt Wellington Highway

Part of AMETI, with important 
traffi c function

Refer to AMETI

Jellicoe Rd – Pilkington 
Road – Apirana Ave 
(north to Merton 
Road)

Part of QTN

Access to Mt Wellington Quarry development 
and the University of Auckland’s Tamaki 
campus

Part of AMETI – to be replaced 
by a new arterial route to Glen 
Innes

Refer to AMETI

Apirana Ave (north 
from Merton Rd) – 
Kohimarama Road – 
Kepa Road – Ngapipi 
Road – Tamaki Drive 
to The Strand

Narrow general traffi c route with poor 
alignment serving eastern suburbs of 
Auckland City

Access to Glen Innes growth centre, schools 
and Eastridge shopping centre

Tamaki Drive accesses the Port of Auckland 
container terminal and is a major scenic 
waterfront route

Unclear pending decisions on 
eastern corridor north of Glen 
Innes

Tamaki Drive “place” function 
will continue to infl uence design 
and management

Resolve future of the 
corridor north of Glen Innes

St Johns Road – 
Remuera Road

East-west route linking eastern suburbs with 
Newmarket and passing through the Remuera 
growth centre

Part of QTN with bus priority measures under 
development

Continuation of a higher 
passenger transport emphasis

Integration with urban design 
through the Remuera centre

Complete implementation 
of bus priority measures on 
Remuera Road

Seek to give buses 
additional priority at 
approach to Newmarket
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Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

Auckland City (continued)

Broadway, Newmarket Major bus route on QTN

Main street of Newmarket retail area

High traffi c fl ows

Continued management as a 
busy main street, with emphasis 
on passenger transport 
movement and pedestrian 
accessibility

Potential development of an 
alternative route for buses and/or 
general traffi c

Finalise decision making on 
a possible alternative route 
bypassing Broadway

Determine best means of 
effi ciently catering for the 
major bus routes converging 
on Newmarket

Gillies Avenue, 
Newmarket

Alternative general traffi c route through 
Newmarket with limited ability to cater for 
traffi c growth

Traffi c pressures may increase on full 
implementation of ramp signalling

Limited opportunity for change

Integration with SH1 and 
Broadway management

Integrate management with 
motorway on- and off-ramp 
management while catering 
for through arterial function

Khyber Pass – 
Newton Road

Serves major employment areas and growth 
centres

Interchanges with SH1 and SH16 (“half 
diamond” interchanges).

Khyber Pass is on QTN

Passenger transport emphasis 
from Broadway to Park Road on 
implementation of the Central 
Connector, general traffi c 
elsewhere

Integration with motorway 
management

Integrate management with 
motorway on- and off-ramp 
management while catering 
for through arterial function

Implement Park Road/
Grafton Bridge section of 
Central Connector

Fanshawe Street – 
Sturdee Street/Lower 
Hobson Street – 
Quay Street (to Lower 
Queen Street) – 
Customs Street West 
– Lower Queen Street

Important traffi c and passenger transport link 
between Northern Motorway (from North 
Shore) and the Auckland CBD

Part of RTN

Passenger transport emphasis

Important pedestrian connections 
across route

Form to be determined by 
Auckland City through 
Central Area Access Strategy

Quay Street (west to 
Tinley Street)

Provides link between SH16 and Port Important access to Port, but also 
eastern approach to CBD

Form to be determined by 
Auckland City through 
Central Area Access Strategy

Symonds Street – 
Anzac Avenue – 
Customs Street East

Important passenger transport route to and 
within CBD – forms part of Central Connector

Passenger transport emphasis

Important pedestrian connections 
across route

Form to be determined by 
Auckland City through 
Central Area Access Strategy

Karangahape Rd – 
Pitt Street – Vincent 
Street – Mayoral Drive 
– Albert Street – 
Lower Albert Street

Important passenger transport route to and 
within CBD

Passenger transport emphasis

Important pedestrian connections 
across and along route

Form to be determined by 
Auckland City through 
Central Area Access Strategy

Franklin District

East Street – Pukekohe 
East Road – Mill Road

Link between Southern Motorway (Bombay 
Interchange) and Pukekohe

Important traffi c route Emphasis on safety and 
access management

SH22 Karaka Road Primary link between Southern Motorway 
(Drury Interchange) and Franklin District

Important traffi c route Emphasis on safety, access 
management and provision 
of suffi cient capacity for 
identifi ed growth

SH22 Paerata Road – 
Edinburgh Street

Link to Pukekohe Important traffi c route

Transition to urban environment 
at Pukekohe

Emphasis on safety and 
access management as far 
as southern termination of 
state highway

Glenbrook Road Link to western Franklin, including Glenbrook 
and Waiuku

Important traffi c route Emphasis on safety and 
access management

Manukau Road – 
Buckland Road

Link between Pukekohe and Tuakau Traffi c route
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Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

Manukau City

Great South Road 
from southern TLA 
boundary (Te Mahia) 
to northern boundary 
(Tamaki River)

North-south arterial paralleling the Southern 
Motorway, serving several growth centres

Has a main street function in several locations, 
particularly through Manurewa and Hunters 
Corner

Part of QTN north from Manurewa 

Further development of higher 
passenger transport emphasis

Continued recognition of the 
importance of “place” in 
Manurewa and elsewhere

Further develop and 
implement bus priority 
measures north from 
Manurewa

Integrate planning with 
measures for supporting 
pedestrian activity and 
economic vitality of the 
town centres

Harris Road – Springs 
Road – East Tamaki 
Road (south to 
Ormiston Road)

Major freight route accessing a major 
employment area

Part of QTN

Continuation of management 
and development as a major 
freight and general traffi c route

Increased passenger transport 
role

Identify and implement 
appropriate freight priority 
and bus/HOV priority 
measures

East Tamaki Road 
(west from Ormiston 
Road)

East Tamaki Road has high traffi c volumes, 
accesses schools and passes through Otara

Ormiston Road links N-S arterial routes and 
Flat Bush growth centre

Management as a general traffi c 
route supporting adjacent land 
uses (“place”) in the Otara area

Determine corridor 
management policies and 
plans supporting effi cient 
traffi c movement, 
pedestrian safety and the 
Otara town centre

Highbrook Drive – 
Allens Road – 
Smales Road

New route accessing the Highbrook 
employment area, connecting to Harris Road 
and Te Irirangi Drive at the eastern end, and a 
new partial interchange with SH1 at the 
western end

General traffi c and freight 
emphasis

No action identifi ed

Ormiston Road – 
Sandstone Road – 
Whitford Maraetai 
Road

Link between strategic network at Manukau 
and Beachlands/Maraetai area

General traffi c emphasis Emphasis on safety and 
access management

Pakuranga Road Multi-lane arterial accessing a large residential 
area, the Highland Park and Pakuranga 
growth centres, Lloyd Elsmore Park and 
schools

Part of QTN

Connects to Pakuranga motorway bridge via 
Reeves Road and Ti Rakau Drive

Increased passenger transport 
focus

Upgraded connection to 
Pakuranga Motorway via Reeves 
Road proposed as part of AMETI 
project

Identify and implement 
further bus priority measures

Refer to AMETI for southern 
end of corridor

Ti Rakau Drive Major divided arterial accessing Botany Downs 
shopping centre, Pakuranga growth centre 
and a major employment area

Part of QTN with a substantial increase in bus 
numbers projected in future

Freight route with high general traffi c volumes

AMETI project proposes a major 
upgrading including addition of 
bus lanes and upgrading of 
Reeves Road/Pakuranga 
motorway intersection

Refer to AMETI

Pakuranga Motorway High capacity limited access route crossing the 
Tamaki River, connecting Ti Rakau Drive with 
South-eastern Highway

AMETI project includes 
duplicating the Pakuranga bridge 
and providing grade separation 
at Ti Rakau Drive/Reeves Road

Refer to AMETI

 

Te Irirangi Drive Divided North-south route through East 
Tamaki Corridor extending from Ti Rakau 
Drive (Botany Downs Centre) to Great South 
Road just north of Manukau CBD and 
interchanging with SH1 (north-facing ramps)

Supports development of Flat Bush higher-
density development area and accesses 
Manukau City Centre

Consideration being given to 
long term proposal for RTN

Maintain arterial traffi c 
function

Nesdale Avenue – 
Liverpool Street – 
Cavendish Drive 

Cross-city general traffi c and freight route just 
north of Manukau CBD connecting with SH20 
extension to west and Te Irirangi Road to east

Under construction

Once completed, manage as a 
freight route

No action identifi ed
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Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

Manukau City (continued)

Massey Road Cross-city route from Massey Road SH20 
interchange to TLA boundary

Most of route is on QTN

Increased passenger transport 
focus

Identify and implement 
appropriate bus priority 
measures

Redoubt Road – 
Mill Road 

Route between Manukau CBD and Flatbush 
and between Manukau CBD and proposed 
upgrade of Mill Road route through Papakura 
District to Drury

Important passenger transport route to 
Flatbush

Planning, design, designation, 
land acquisition and staged 
implementation of route

Completion of investigation 
into concept and alignment 
followed by route protection

North Shore City

Albany Highway – 
Glenfi eld Road – 
Onewa Road to SH1

North-south route serving North Shore City 
west of SH1, accessing the Albany sub-
regional centre, Albany industrial area, 
Glenfi eld and Birkenhead town centres 

North of Sunset Road route serves a rapidly 
developing area, a number of schools and 
Massey University

Limited access 

South of Sunset Road fronted by 
predominantly residential development with 
direct frontage access

Part of the QTN with particularly high bus 
movements on Onewa Road, which has an 
east-bound transit lane 

Greater passenger transport 
emphasis along Glenfi eld Road

Signifi cant traffi c pressures 
between Wairau Road and Upper 
Harbour Motorway

Important cycle route in the 
vicinity of Albany schools

Prepare plans and develop a 
programme for 
accommodating bus priority 
measures on Glenfi eld Road

Investigate future 
development and 
management of Glenfi eld 
Road, north Wairau Road 
and Albany Highway

Wairau Road – 
Taharoto Road to 
Northcote Road

“Cross-city” route linking the major north-
south arterial routes in North Shore City, 
providing access to the Wairau Valley and 
Smales Farm employment areas and linking 
to SH1 at the Tristram and Northcote 
Interchanges. Also accesses North Shore 
Hospital and secondary schools

High traffi c fl ows and part of QTN, serving 
Smales Farm busway station

High traffi c demands and 
changing uses along Wairau 
Road

Integration with SH1 
management

Passenger transport emphasis on 
routes to/from busway station

Signifi cant place pressures 
adjacent to business park, 
hospital and schools

Determine the appropriate 
traffi c management and 
route development policies 
and priorities for Wairau 
Road

Continue implementation of 
bus priority measures

Integrate arterial network 
management with Tristram 
and Northcote motorway 
interchange management

East Coast Road 
(south of Oteha Valley 
Road) – Forrest Hill 
Road – Taharoto Road 
– Anzac Street – 
Barry’s Point Road

North-south route serving North Shore east of 
SH1, providing access to city’s eastern 
suburbs, Smales Farm and Takapuna

On QTN

Transit lane recently constructed along Forrest 
Hill Road

Access to SH1 at Constellation, Greville, 
Tristram, Northcote and Esmonde 
Interchanges

Balance high and increasing 
traffi c demands with increasing 
emphasis on bus/HOV

Integration with SH1 interchange 
management

Develop policies and plans 
for implementing bus/T3 
priority measures on East 
Coast Road while 
accommodating increasing 
traffi c demands, particularly 
north Constellation Drive

TDM emphasis for land uses 
on Taharoto Road

Oteha Valley Road Limited access east-west route from 
Albany Expressway (SH17) to East Coast Road

Accesses Albany Centre and North Harbour 
Stadium, SH1, Albany Park and Ride, and 
Browns Bay – Long Bay areas

Part of the QTN east of SH1 with important 
passenger transport access role to busway 
station.

Protection of transport functions 
while accommodating growth

Develop a strategy for 
accommodating traffi c 
growth while providing 
appropriate bus priority 
measures east of SH1
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Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

North Shore City (continued)

SH17 (south from TLA 
boundary – Albany 
Expressway) 

North-south route from Rodney to Northern 
Motorway (at Greville Interchange), serving 
Albany centre and Massey campus

Albany Expressway on QTN north of Bush 
Road

Passes through Albany village

Increasing passenger transport 
emphasis on access to Albany 
centre

Signifi cant capacity challenges at 
Greville Interchange

Identify appropriate bus 
priority measures

Firm up plans for upgrading 
and managing Greville 
Interchange

Retain importance of Albany 
village

Greville Road East-west route from motorway to East Coast 
Road

Primarily traffi c route, providing 
access to motorway

Esmonde Road and 
Akoranga Drive

Arterials east and west of SH1 accessing 
Takapuna Centre, Lake Road, Devonport and 
AUT University’s Akoranga campus

Esmonde Road and interchange recently 
upgraded. Now linked with Akoranga Drive in 
both directions 

Transit lanes on Akoranga Drive

Possible increased network role 
for Akoranga Drive 

Determine future role(s) of 
Akoranga Drive, taking an 
additional harbour crossing 
into account

Lake Road (Esmonde 
Road to Calliope 
Road)

Arterial serving Devonport peninsula, 
including access to ferries and naval base 

Development capacity of 
peninsula is closely aligned to 
person-carrying capacity of Lake 
Road

Maximise safety and 
effi ciency of route, with 
attention to needs of key 
adjacent uses and 
pedestrians and cyclists

Northcote Road 
(Akoranga to 
Taharoto) 

Highly traffi cked route accessing Onewa 
Domain, Smales Farm, North Shore Hospital 
and Milford

Integration with SH1 
management

Urban design and pedestrian 
improvements west of SH1

Integrate arterial network 
and Northcote Motorway 
interchange management

Integrating route planning 
and development with 
pedestrian and amenity 
improvements

Constellation Drive Link between East Coast Rd and Upper 
Harbour Highway (including interchange with 
Northern Motorway)

Part of QTN, with important passenger 
transport access to Constellation busway 
station

Transit lanes have been 
implemented in both directions

Ensure passenger transport 
emphasis is retained

Tristram Avenue Link between Wairau Valley and Northern 
Motorway

Also, east-west route with link across city to 
East Coast Road

Important traffi c and freight 
function

Seek to improve separation 
between motorway and 
east-west traffi c

Papakura District

Great South Road 
from Drury 
Interchange to 
northern TLA 
boundary

North-south arterial paralleling the Southern 
Motorway serving the Papakura growth centre

 

Important arterial traffi c function 
but importance of “place” in 
Papakura and elsewhere

Integrate planning with 
measures for supporting 
pedestrian activity and 
economic vitality of the 
town centres

Mill Road/Cosgrove 
Road

Route to be upgraded between Manukau and 
Drury

Planning, design, designation, 
land acquisition and staged 
implementation of route

Completion of investigation 
into concept and alignment 
followed by route protection

Proposed Redoubt 
Road – Mill Road 
corridor

Proposed new arterial route to east of SH1 
from Manukau Centre to Drury. Involves the 
upgrading of Redoubt Road and Mill Road 
and the extension of Mill Road south along a 
new corridor passing east of Papakura centre 
and ending at Drury

Planning, design, designation, 
land acquisition and staged 
implementation of route

Completion of investigation 
into concept and alignment 
followed by route protection

Beach Road Route between Southern Motorway and 
Papakura town centre

Important traffi c function, plus 
developing passenger transport 
function to link Hingaia with 
Papakura
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Rodney District

Coatesville – 
Riverhead Highway

Link between SH17 and SH16 Traffi c function Emphasis on safety and 
access management

Kahikatea Flat Road Traffi c function Emphasis on safety and 
access management

Pine Valley Road Link between SH17 and Kahikatea Flat Road Traffi c function Emphasis on safety and 
access management

SH1 Hibiscus Coast 
Highway

Link between Northern Motorway at Silverdale 
interchange and Orewa

Strategic function will decrease 
following completion of ALPURT, 
but increasing access function 
and passenger transport 
functions

Continue to improve 
Hibiscus Coast Highway to 
respond to changes in 
demands, with bus priority

Whangaparaoa Road Sole route linking Whangaparaoa Peninsula 
with Hibiscus Coast Highway

Dependence of Peninsula on 
route will decrease when 
PENLINK is implemented

Progress PENLINK

Confi rm relationship 
between PENLINK and 
upgrading of 
Whangaparaoa Road west 
of Red Beach Road

PENLINK Proposed regional arterial route Traffi c function Project to be progressed, 
to reduce role of 
Whangaparaoa Road and 
Hibiscus Coast Highway

SH17 (north from TLA 
boundary)

Link between North Shore and Silverdale Primarily traffi c function Emphasis on safety and 
access management

Waitakere City

Hobsonville Road Arterial link between Upper Harbour Bridge 
and Massey North/Westgate, Waitakere City

Provides access to the planned Hobsonville 
peninsula and village high-density, mixed use 
developments

Traffi c fl ow to reduce on completion of SH18 
Motorway

Part of the QTN network

Increased passenger transport 
emphasis after SH18 Motorway 
completion

Greater role for route to serve 
adjacent development along QTN 
route, following completion of 
SH18 Motorway

Important cycle link across Upper 
Harbour

Prepare plans showing 
staged development of 
route on completion of 
SH18 Motorway to provide 
appropriate bus priority 
measures and cater for 
cyclists and support planned 
Hobsonville corridor land 
use development

Great North Road –
Sel Peacock Drive – 
Edmonton Road – 
Great North Road – 
Rata Street – Ash 
Street – Great North 
Road (to TLA 
boundary)

Links Massey North, Henderson, New Lynn 
and Avondale high-density growth centres

Is part of QTN on Great North Road from 
Edmonton Road, Henderson to Rata Street, 
New Lynn and on Great North Road from 
intersection with Ash Street to TLA boundary

An important freight route

Carries high traffi c fl ows in places particularly 
between West Coast Road and Rata Street

Adjacent land uses currently have direct 
frontage access over much of the route

Great North Road in Waitakere 
City is a growth corridor with a 
passenger transport emphasis

Corridor passes through or 
supports several town centres 
where higher-density, mixed-use 
is planned

Prepare policies and 
plans for the phased 
implementation of bus 
priority measures along the 
route supporting its role as a 
growth corridor and major 
bus route

Identify measures for 
supporting freight 
movement where part of 
the regional freight network
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Route Key roles Strategic direction Short-term actions

Waitakere City (continued)

Lincoln Road A growth corridor with high traffi c volumes 
running from Great North Road to SH16 
(North-western Motorway)

An important freight route

Part of the QTN

Provides both through traffi c and local access 
functions

Access to Waitakere Hospital

More passenger transport and 
cycle emphasis and closer 
integration with SH16 
management

Improve fl ow at SH16 
junction

Finalise policies and plans 
for development of route 
and adjacent land uses 
incorporating bus/HOV 
priority measures, 
integrating management 
with Lincoln Road 
Interchange, and requiring/
encouraging travel plans for 
major land uses

Clark Street (TLA 
boundary to 
New Lynn)

East-west route with increased role following 
SH20 Mount Roskill extension

Elimination of Clark/Rankine/Totara 
roundabout on placement of rail line in trench 
through New Lynn

Increased traffi c function

Increased passenger transport 
role over time

Integration with intensifi cation of 
New Lynn town centre

Complete implementation 
of route upgrading

Integrate improvement and 
extension of Clark Street 
with New Lynn town centre 
development

Edmonton Road – 
Te Atatu Road 

Links Henderson with the North-western 
Motorway

High traffi c volumes

Part of QTN (Te Atatu Road)

More bus/HOV emphasis on Te 
Atatu Road and closer 
integration with SH16 
management

Identify measures for 
providing bus priority on Te 
Atatu Road

Integrate with Te Atatu 
interchange management

Brigham Creek Road Link from Hobsonville Road to SH16 Traffi c function Emphasis on safety and 
access management 

SH16 (Westgate to 
Brigham Creek) – 
Don Buck Road – 
Triangle Road

Strategic function north of Massey North to 
reduce following completion of SH16 
Extension

Traffi c function Emphasis on safety and 
access management (north 
of Massey North)
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6 PRIORITISATION
This section of the plan builds on the functional classifi cation of the 

previous section and identifi es priorities for action on the basis of a 

defi ciency assessment.

ARTA is aware that considerable improvements to the regional 

arterial network will be necessary in the near future. As the cost of 

improving the network is forecast to exceed available funding, it is 

especially important that the most critical defi ciencies are identifi ed 

and addressed fi rst. It is also noted that there are situations where 

actions on parallel routes may relieve pressure on an arterial.

To achieve this, ARTA has created a prioritisation matrix which is 

designed to take into consideration the functional requirements and 

future strategic role of each section of road (from Section 5), and an 

assessment of how well those roads are likely to perform their 

strategic function in the future. This analysis has been used to identify 

the relative priority of network defi ciencies, and the need for further 

studies, which in most cases will take the form of corridor 

management plans. 

6.1  Performance Assessment

The performance assessment used the following criteria for 

each function: 

General traffi c: level of service in the weekday morning peak  >

period in 2016

Passenger transport: level of service in the weekday morning  >

peak period in 2016

Cycling: the extent of cycle facilities present on the regional  >

cycle network 

Freight: level of service in the weekday inter-peak period  >

in 2016

Safety: volume of traffi c per day in 2016 against the present day  >

accident rate per 100 million vehicle kilometres travelled

Place: the relative sensitivity of the link and place tension. >

The information used in this assessment came from a number of 

sources, including the ART model, crash data and TLA knowledge. 

Further information on the defi nitions and methodology used can be 

found in Appendix C and Technical Paper 3.

6.2  Priority Assessment 

A priority assessment has been undertaken in order to establish 

priorities for action. This involved a comparative analysis of the 

functions and the defi ciencies for each road, and the allocation of a 

series of priority scores8. A priority 1 or 2 score indicates a high 

priority for further investigation and/or action. 

In order to be classifi ed as priority 1 or 2, the road must demonstrate 

that it has a high functionality for that category (e.g. passenger 

transport frequency) and a high defi ciency in providing for that 

function (e.g. signifi cant congestion and no bus priority measures). 

Links which have been identifi ed as having high defi ciencies that 

reduce the function of an arterial (according to its classifi cation) are 

set out in Appendix I. 

In addition to mapping the key areas for attention by function, the 

priority 1 and 2 scores have been combined along each segment in 

the table on page 67 (Appendix 1). 

This analysis suggests that the following routes are the highest priority 

for further attention, including the development of corridor manage-

ment plans9:

Albany Highway: Upper Harbour Highway to Wairau Road  >

Wairau Road: Target Road to Tristram Avenue >

Lincoln Road: Te Pai Place to SH16 Interchange >

Te Atatu Road: Edmonton Road to SH16 >

Great North Road: Blockhouse Bay Road to SH16 >

Wolverton Street >

Broadway: Khyber Pass Road to Manukau Road >

Khyber Pass Road: Symonds Street to Broadway >

Ellerslie Panmure Highway: Panmure Roundabout to Great  >

South Road

Great South Road: Church Street to Portage Road  >

Pakuranga Road: Panmure Bridge to Ti Rakau Drive >

South-eastern Highway: Waipuna Road to Ti Rakau Drive >

Church Street: Neilson Street to Great South Road >

Neilson Street: SH20 Interchange to Onehunga Mall >

Ti Rakau Drive: Harris Road to Pakuranga Road >

Great South Road: Redoubt Road to Te Irirangi Drive. >

It is important to note that this is not an exhaustive list of all routes 

which require attention. There are many other sections of road which 

fall just outside the threshold used to determine the listed routes.

In some cases, projects are being proposed to address the issues 

identifi ed. For example, the AMETI project is proposed to address 

issues along Ti Rakau Drive, Pakuranga Road and the crossings of the 

Tamaki River, but these works are not yet committed. In other cases, 

existing problems may have been resolved by projects which have 

been assumed to be completed by 2016.

The list does not indicate that road building or widening is required 

at all of the above locations. Rather it indicates that there are a variety 

of problems in these areas. Solutions may focus on achieving greater 

effi ciency, rather than providing greater capacity. Roads within the 

Auckland CBD have not been included within this list of highest 

8  An overview of this analysis including the data used and priority scores (from 1-4) can be found in Technical Paper RARP-TP3.
9  It is assumed that arterials that appear with multiple defi ciencies within the CBD will be addressed within the Central Area Access Strategy (CAAS). 
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priority roads. It is expected that issues within the CBD will be 

addressed in accordance with Auckland City Council’s Central Area 

Access Strategy. 

Projects which have come about as a result of a corridor management 

plan for a route identifi ed as having a high priority from this analysis 

can be expected to be given a high priority in the funding system. It 

is important to note, however, that projects put forward for funding 

which are not on the regional arterial network or are not considered 

to be the highest RARP priority projects will still be assessed on their 

merits for national share funding. 

Figure 4: Multiple priority analysis

Regional arterials that have defi ciencies 
related to more than one road function. 
This multiple defi ciency indicates a need 
for further investigation, usually in the 
form of a CMP.
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7 ARTA POLICIES
Previous sections of this Regional Arterial Road Plan have described 

the regional arterial network and its current defi ciencies, and 

identifi ed the priority issues that need to be addressed. This section 

sets out ARTA’s policies for the regional arterial road network. These 

policies provide a framework that will guide ARTA’s planning and 

funding functions, as they relate to regional arterials in the future. 

The policy framework recognises that the responsibility for ongoing 

development, operations and management of the regional arterial 

network lies with the territorial authorities. Accordingly, ARTA’s role 

in relation to operational matters is focused on providing regional 

coordination, and encouraging road controlling authorities to adopt 

a consistent approach to the future development and management 

of regional arterials.

ARTA’s statutory role in relation to regional arterials relates to funding 

and project prioritisation. In these areas, the policy framework is 

more specifi c, and focuses on ensuring that regional transport 

funding is directed towards projects that will deliver the most 

effective solutions.

1. ARTA will encourage territorial authorities to incorporate the 

regional arterial road network identifi ed in this plan into district 

plan road hierarchies.

2. ARTA will work with territorial authorities to develop district plan 

objectives, policies and rules that refl ect the functional 

classifi cations outlined in this plan. 

3. ARTA will recommend to the Auckland Land Transport Committee 

that the regional arterial road network described in this plan be 

included in the next review of the RLTS.

4. ARTA will encourage road controlling authorities to prepare 

corridor management plans for regional arterials, giving priority 

to those that have been identifi ed as having a high priority for 

attention in this plan. Corridor management plans should take 

account of the guidelines in Section 8 on page 25 of this plan.

5. ARTA will work with territorial authorities and the NZTA to ensure 

that there is suffi cient coordination between all parties to enable 

effective integration of state highways with local roads.

6. ARTA will encourage road controlling authorities to implement 

the guidelines outlined in Section 8 of this plan, to improve the 

effectiveness, safety and management of the regional arterial 

network, including actions aimed at:

Making better use of the existing road space through giving a. 

greater priority for buses and high occupancy vehicles and 

placing emphasis on moving freight effi ciently and safely, 

where appropriate

Supporting land use intensifi cation at identifi ed high-density b. 

centres and along growth corridors

Making greater use of access management plansc. 

Better meeting the needs of pedestrians and cyclistsd. 

Encouraging the development and implementation of e. 

engineering measures to improve road safety

Encouraging the use of technology and advanced traffi c f. 

management systems.

7. In determining the relative priority for funding of projects on 

regional arterials, ARTA will take account of the functional 

classifi cations, defi ciencies and priorities identifi ed in this plan, 

and the content of corridor management plans.

8. ARTA will give priority to funding for projects designed to 

effi ciently allocate regional arterial road space to meet both 

strategic and local community objectives, and give priority to the 

movement of people and freight over the movement of single 

occupant cars, particularly during peak periods. 

9. ARTA will generally accord a high priority to projects that have 

come about as a result of a corridor management plan that is 

given a high priority in this plan.

10. ARTA will encourage the NZTA to increase the fi nancial assistance 

rate for regional arterials, to recognise the important role that 

regional arterial roads fulfi l within the wider transport network, 

and to encourage road controlling authorities to bring forward 

appropriate projects.
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PLAN GUIDELINES
The main tool to consider what improvements to regional arterial 

roads are most appropriate is the development of a series of corridor 

management plans (CMPs). ARTA’s policy is to encourage territorial 

authorities to prepare CMPs for all regional arterial routes, giving 

priority to those routes and issues identifi ed as having high priority in 

this plan, and subsequently put forward schemes for inclusion in the 

Auckland Regional Land Transport Programme. This section sets out 

guidelines to assist with the preparation of CMPs. 

The guidelines are aimed at assisting decision making on the 

allocation of scarce regional arterial road space among different and 

competing demands to improve its effi ciency and effectiveness. They 

include measures that give priority to buses, high occupancy vehicles, 

freight traffi c, and bicycles. Also included are guidelines relating to 

the control of parking on arterials, to pedestrian facilities and to the 

identifi cation and treatment of urban design elements.

To emphasise the importance that ARTA places on CMPs and to give 

direction on the outcomes ARTA is seeking, ARTA policies are included 

in the guidelines. 

Appendix J: Corridor Management Plan Techniques on page 70 

of this plan describes various techniques that can be applied to 

improve the performance of the regional arterial network, plus 

associated actions that can be taken to improve the effectiveness of 

each measure. 

8.1  Defi nitions and Principles

Corridors

Corridors are transportation pathways that provide for the movement 

of people and goods between and within activity centres. A corridor 

encompasses single or multiple transportation routes or facilities – 

such as a motorway, arterial road(s), public transport (bus or rail), 

cycleway and pedestrian facilities, the adjacent land uses and the 

connecting network of streets (and rail lines). Corridor management 

plans should therefore incorporate the full extent of these related 

corridor activities.

The physical width of a corridor can vary depending on the adjacent 

land uses, road network layout and topography. As a general guide, 

a 400-metre-wide corridor enables most nearby land uses to be 

included, while an 800-metre-wide corridor allows all locations 

within a fi ve-minute-walking distance of the corridor to be included. 

In some instances it may be appropriate to develop a management 

plan for an area that includes two or three corridors that are strongly 

inter-related. 

The road transport network in the vicinity of the arterial plays an 

important role and the corridor should extend suffi ciently far to 

enable the supporting network to be incorporated in the corridor 

access and management plans. Measures to improve the effectiveness 

of an arterial can affect intersecting and adjacent streets (and rail 

lines). Improving the connectivity and walkability of the local network 

can reduce the number of short-distance local trips using the 

arterial, enabling it to better meet the needs of longer-distance 

through traffi c.

Principles for Corridor Management Plans

A corridor management plan seeks to establish the existing and 

future operation of an entire corridor, through an integrated 

assessment of transport routes and land uses within the corridor. 

A corridor management plan needs to take the Regional Arterial 

Road Plan and other documents into account in order to fully 

understand the intended transport and land use roles. In particular, 

corridor management plans need a regional perspective on the 

intended future roles of each route. These are described in Table 4 on 

page 13.

Corridor management plans should ensure consistency of treatment 

of arterials crossing local authority boundaries. 

To better manage arterial roads for the movement of people, goods 

and services, it is essential that a range of low-cost options be 

considered to improve travel times, reliability and capacity (where 

capacity is measured in terms of people and goods rather than 

vehicles). The actions required should be agreed as part of a 

corridor management plan (or an access management plan), and 

need to address:

Traffi c signal operations and optimisation >

Carriageway use, markings and signage. Optimising the road  >

space use includes appropriate median treatment (width, fl ush/

raised/landscaped), and peak-time lane management including 

dynamic management, access control, intersection treatments 

etc. Route signage should be comprehensive, covering all key 

intersections and regional arterial routes.

Integration with adjacent land uses >

Integration with adjacent rail (as it relates to freight and  >

the RTN)

Consistency with urban design plans >

Integration with the strategic objectives of the region and the  >

city or district concerned

Parking enforcement – enforcement of clearways and bus/transit  >

lanes is an essential element in traffi c management on arterials

Travel Demand Management (TDM) measures forming part of  >

school and workplace travel plans and neighbourhood 

accessibility plans.

Corridor management plans should be prepared for the entire 

regional arterial network. However, this will take some time to 

achieve. Accordingly, it is necessary to prioritise resources to those 

corridors with the greatest need. Section 6 on page 22 of this plan 

indicates those parts of the regional arterial network which should be 

8 CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT 
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prioritised fi rst. ARTA is seeking applications for projects aimed at 

dealing with identifi ed priorities and issues on the regional arterial 

road network and consequently encourages territorial authorities to 

give high priority to management plans for those corridors which 

should be prioritised fi rst.

The following points are noted:

1. The issues identifi ed in this plan are at a high level, over relatively 

long sections of road. The roads have been split into sections 

which have some similarities, but inevitably there are differences 

within any given section, and the defi ciencies may only relate to 

parts of the defi ned sections.

2. As the underlying analysis has been high level, it is likely that 

some problem areas or defi ciencies have not been identifi ed. 

Consequently ARTA is prepared to consider alternative CMP 

priorities if suffi cient evidence is provided.

8.2  Potential Components for Corridor Management Plans

8.2.1  Access Management Plans

ARTA policy The territorial authorities are encouraged to prepare arterial access management plans as part of the 
preparation of corridor management plans, or an appropriate alternative process.

ARTA will prepare guidelines on access management policy in consultation with the territorial authorities.

Access management is a systematic approach to the management of access to the road network. It seeks to manage 
access to roads in accordance with their role in the network, while recognising the needs of the adjacent land uses. The 
aim is to achieve an appropriate balance between catering for through movement of people and goods and providing for 
property access. Roads with limited access are better able to move people and goods safely and effi ciently. However, 
several arterials or sections of arterials, particularly in the older parts of the region, have competing roles which require 
good interaction between the arterial and the fronting land uses.

Most arterials in the region are treated as an “all for one” facility, providing for through traffi c, direct property access, and 
turn movements at intersections, all from what is typically a single carriageway. That requires through traffi c to negotiate 
vehicles entering and leaving properties from both sides in mid-block sections, in addition to vehicles turning into or out 
of the arterial at numerous and often closely spaced intersections. 

To cater for turning traffi c movements, a fl ush median can be added in the centre of the arterial road. Flush medians of 
adequate width can also accommodate pedestrian refuges. However, road space is an expensive commodity for which 
there are often competing requirements. The use of road space for fl ush medians to allow the segregation of right–turning 
traffi c must be carefully weighed against other objectives a route may need to achieve, such as public transport priority or 
other priority lanes.

It is important to avoid to the greatest extent possible, the down-rating of the transport function of the arterial network 
resulting from the introduction of additional access demands in inappropriate ways.

Research undertaken in the United States shows a clear correlation between the number of access points on a road and 
the crash rate. The indices suggest that an increase from approximately six to 12 driveways per kilometre, increases the 
crash rates by about 30% to 40%. 

Reducing the number of confl icting vehicle movements, particularly right-turning movements, generated by fronting 
development and intersecting side roads on regional arterials improves the effi ciency and safety of arterial roads. 

Raised medians, also referred to as solid or kerbed medians, provide for more effi cient traffi c control on major arterials and 
provide greater safety benefi ts than fl ush medians. Raised medians control right-turn movements into and out of driveways 
and minor intersections. Provided they are of suffi cient width, they can also shelter pedestrians and accommodate street 
trees or other forms of planting. Gaps can be provided in wide medians to permit vehicles to make a u-turn prior to the 
next intersection. 

Raised medians can work well with roundabouts as traffi c turning out of a driveway or intersection can use the next 
downstream roundabout to make a u-turn manoeuvre. 

The main disadvantages of raised medians are that they increase travel distances and add to turning traffi c at controlled 
intersections. They may also result in the diversion of some traffi c onto local streets.
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8.2.2  Bus Lanes 

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the use of bus lanes on all major public transport routes, especially on QTNs, 
in locations where bus lanes would offer a relative advantage over general traffi c and improve the reliability 
of bus services.

Description Bus lanes are clearly marked lanes, usually kerbside, with signs stating “Bus Lane” which give the hours of operation. 
Buses are defi ned as “large public service vehicles”. Bus lanes are usually marked as clearways, but clearways are not 
required by the current road transport user rules. 

Permitted users In the Auckland region, bus lanes are currently restricted to buses, motorcycles, traffi c enforcement and emergency 
vehicles. Bus lanes may also be used by cyclists unless specifi cally excluded by a sign. During the hours of operation, 
other vehicles can only use bus lanes for a distance of up to 50 metres when turning left, merging, entering or exiting a 
side road or driveway. 

Parking is not permitted in bus lanes during the hours of operation.

Design Bus lanes should, where possible, be suffi ciently wide to permit buses to pass cyclists within the lane. This typically 
requires a desirable minimum width of 4.3 metres (Austroads standard). 

The alternative is to provide narrow lanes with a width of approximately 3.0 metres. Narrow lanes make it clear that a 
bus overtaking a cyclist must move into the adjacent lane. Widths between 3 and 4 metres are not favoured.

Indenting bus bays, where width is available, can improve the operation of bus lanes by permitting buses to pass a bus 
stopped at a bus stop. This can be particularly benefi cial on routes with a mixture of express and local services.

Regional arterial 
examples

Dominion Road north of Balmoral Road, Great North Road east of Point Chevalier and Great South Road north of 
Greenlane in Auckland City

Sections of Great South Road, Manukau City

Guideline Bus lanes should be considered in situations where the arterial serves a major destination where the policy is to 
encourage access by public transport, or serves a major public transport corridor, and

1. The section of arterial is congested and the bus lane would offer a time advantage

2. The section of arterial concerned is congested and the bus lane offers a time advantage to buses

3. The section of arterial concerned meets the minimum bus frequency criteria, namely:

> Is on the QTN and carries at least 12 buses per hour in the direction concerned in the design year, or

> Currently has on-street parking during the time period concerned and carries at least 15 buses per hour in the 
direction concerned in the design year, or

> The bus lane will carry as many people as the adjacent lane for the design scenario.

Allowing carpools/vanpools into the lane will reduce the benefi ts to buses to an unacceptable extent, or create safety 
risks that cannot be adequately mitigated. 

ARTA also supports the provision of bus facilities along corridors with lower frequencies than those indicated above, where 
this can be justifi ed on the basis of future demand or anticipated traffi c patterns. For example, bus priority facilities are 
proposed by Waitakere City Council along Hobsonville Road as soon as the SH18 Hobsonville deviation is completed, in 
order to establish “the right message” in the Hobsonville development areas, before traffi c fl ows build up. 
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8.2.3  Transit and HOV Lanes 

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the use of transit lanes on arterial roads, especially in locations where it 
would be diffi cult to justify the use of bus lanes due to relatively low bus numbers, or in locations where the 
transit lane links with an HOV lane.

Description Transit lanes are clearly marked traffi c lanes with signs stating “Transit Lane” which include the times of operation. 
Transit lanes differ from bus lanes in that they may also be used by high occupancy vehicles (HOVs), i.e. carpools 
and vanpools. 

HOV lanes generally apply to motorway corridors including metered on-ramps and hence can only be used by vehicles 
permitted to access motorways. There are no HOV lanes in Auckland at present. 

Permitted users Transit lanes are lanes reserved for buses, HOVs and motorcycles. Transit lanes may be used by cyclists unless specifi cally 
excluded by a sign. Traffi c enforcement and emergency vehicles may use transit lanes. In North Shore City, taxis are also 
permitted access (regardless of the number of passengers). 

In the Auckland region, HOVs are defi ned as vehicles carrying three or more people and the transit lanes are referred to 
as T3 lanes.

Parking is not permitted in transit lanes during the hours of operation.

HOV lanes are exclusively reserved for high occupancy vehicles and buses (plus traffi c enforcement and emergency 
vehicles). They cannot be used by bicycles, motorcycles or scooters, or by taxis with less than the permitted minimum 
number of passengers. 

Design Transit lanes should be suffi ciently wide to allow cyclists and motorists to travel side by side in the lane, indicating a 
desirable minimum width of approximately 4.3 metres. 

North Shore City specifi es a minimum width of 4.5 metres where the transit lane accommodates cyclists 
(e.g. Constellation Drive) and 3.8 metres where it does not (e.g. Akoranga Drive).

Regional arterial 
examples

The Onewa Road transit lane has been in operation since 1982.

Transit lanes were introduced on Constellation Drive east of the Northern Motorway in 2007.

The Northern Busway is designed to eventually accommodate both buses and HOVs (once suffi cient motorway capacity 
is available south of the Harbour Bridge). The use of transit lanes at some approaches to the Northern Motorway is 
consistent with that concept. However, motorcycles, bicycles and taxis with less than three occupants will not be able to 
use the Northern Busway or motorway HOV lanes in general. 

Guideline > The arterial (segment) leads to an HOV facility in a motorway corridor, or is in a corridor with low bus numbers 
where the policy is to encourage higher vehicle occupancies, and carries at least 150* HOVs per hour, or

> The arterial does not/will not carry enough buses to justify a bus lane, but is still an important bus route with long-
term potential and carries the bus + HOV equivalent of 15 buses or 150* HOVs per hour, and

> There is suffi cient lane width available for buses, HOVs and bicycles, or bus stops can be recessed and bicycles can 
be accommodated elsewhere, e.g. shared footpath, and there is adequate width for a shared bus/HOV lane, and

> Adequate enforcement can be ensured. Transit/T3 lanes can be more diffi cult to enforce than bus lanes.

* For decision-making purposes 10 HOVs are equivalent to 1 bus
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8.2.4  Cycle Lanes

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the use of cycle lanes in appropriate locations. The safety and interests of 
cyclists must be considered on all regional arterial improvement schemes.

Description A kerbside cycle lane is a lane marked exclusively for cycle use using an edge line plus cycle symbols at regular intervals.

Cycle lanes may be also located next to on-road parking. 

Permitted users All cyclists. Car parking is not permitted on cycle lanes.

Design In designing cycling facilities reference should be made to Austroads Guide to Traffi c Engineering Practice Part 14 
Bicycles (AP-11.14/99) and to the New Zealand Supplement to the Austroads Guide to Traffi c Engineering Practice Part 
14, NZTA (formerly Transit NZ), March 2005

Examples Esmonde Road, Taharoto Road, Mt Albert Road, Greenlane.

Guideline > A kerbside cycle lane is the preferred solution for on-road cycle facilities, although it may not provide suffi cient 
protection for inexperienced cyclists. Kerbside cycle lanes apply at all times. 

> A cycle lane next to parking may be an appropriate solution where suffi cient carriageway width is available and 
parking restrictions are not acceptable.

> Where there is insuffi cient width for a kerbside cycle lane, a wide kerbside lane for general traffi c would allow 
cyclists and motorists to travel alongside each other within the lane. This solution is also appropriate on roads with 
clearway operation and kerbside parking permitted outside the peak period(s). 

> NZTA’s Cycle Network and Route Planning Guide, 2004 states that “Wherever possible, arterial roads should be 
planned with cycle facilities from the outset – or retrofi tted to bring them up to best practice standard.” The region’s 
indicative regional cycle network indicates an expectation that several existing arterial routes including regional 
arterials will be adapted/modifi ed to provide cycle lanes. 

The ability to accommodate these desires and expectations will be strongly infl uenced by the competing pressures for 
existing road space and existing road reserve width. It may be necessary to accept that some sections of the regional 
arterial network will not be able to provide dedicated facilities for cyclists and an alternative cycle route may be required. 

It should be noted that bus and transit lanes can potentially accommodate cyclists.

8.2.5  Clearways

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the use of clearways on arterial routes where bus or transit lanes are not 
appropriate to facilitate the effi cient and safe movement of people and goods. Clearways can be particularly 
important on routes to strategically important destinations such as ports and airports, and on the major 
freight routes.

Description A clearway is a length of carriageway defi ned by clearway signs along which the parking or standing of vehicles is 
prohibited during the specifi ed time period(s). Generally, clearways operate during the peak periods for a particular 
direction, to provide increased road capacity through removal of kerbside parking. Clearway restrictions usually apply for 
a period of two hours, but this can vary depending on the location.

No stopping at all times (NSAAT) controls are used along some lengths of arterials where traffi c fl ows are high 
throughout the day. They are also used at the approaches to, and departures from, major intersections to improve 
capacity, and at locations where kerbside parking is a safety hazard. The latter includes sections of road where visibility is 
limited, turning radii at intersections etc. NSAAT controls are demarcated by a broken yellow line. NSAAT can be 
thought of as a permanent clearway.

Permitted users Applies to all vehicles.

Design Refer to the NZ Manual of Traffi c Signs and Markings (MOTSAM).

Examples Numerous, e.g. Manukau Road north of Greenlane, Ash Street.

Guideline > Clearways and, ideally, no stopping at all times controls, can be an appropriate measure on roads where the 
emphasis is on the effi cient and safe movement of freight and general traffi c. They benefi t all traffi c by reducing 
delays and increasing capacity. 

> Clearways do not give any advantages to buses or other priority vehicles over the other vehicles in the traffi c stream. 
Hence they may not be appropriate on arterial roads where, generally, priority should be given to the movement of 
people as distinct from the movement of vehicles.
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8.2.6  Freight Priority Measures

This table is limited to describing potential techniques for providing priority to freight vehicles. Further work is required to develop guidelines on 
appropriate solutions and to identify the strategic freight network.

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the use of freight priority measures on the regional freight network in 
locations where there is a need to improve the reliability of freight and where the advantages conferred to 
freight movement over general traffi c justify their implementation.

Description Measures for giving priority to heavy commercial vehicles (HCVs). In principle this could be broadened to measures to 
give priority to the movement of goods by road.

Design The design of freight routes should accommodate the representative vehicles (the design vehicles) using the routes. 
Appropriate signage will also be required to identify the strategic freight network.

Potential 
techniques

> Dedicated HCV lanes.

> Creating freight bypass lanes on metered on-ramps allowing freight vehicles to bypass the on-ramp queue during 
the operation of ramp signalling.

> Allowing trucks to use bus lanes or HOV/transit lanes (provided this can be achieved safely). 

> Extending the use of bus and transit lanes by allowing trucks to use the lanes outside the peak periods.

It would need to be ensured that techniques such as HCV use of bus or transit lanes would not compromise the safety 
of other road users, including cyclists.

The identifi cation of locations where freight priority measures are appropriate will need to take into account the 
potential effects on residential communities.

8.2.7  Intersection Priority Measures

ARTA policy ARTA supports the inclusion of intersection priority measures in corridor management plans, with priority 
measures refl ecting the identifi ed functions of the arterial route.

ARTA will work with TLAs to prepare a set of guidelines on priority at intersections 

Description Intersection priority measures reduce delays to priority vehicles relative to general traffi c. They can be used at isolated 
junctions with signifi cant traffi c delays or along an arterial route or corridor. 

Intersection priority can be particularly appropriate on corridors where priority lanes are desirable but cannot be 
achieved in practice due to the effects on other types of traffi c or limitations on major road widening. In such 
circumstances the corridor should, as far as practicable, be managed to favour the movement of traffi c along the 
arterial, thus allowing priority vehicles and general traffi c to move relatively freely. 

To date, intersection priority measures have been used predominantly to benefi t buses and cyclists. Depending on 
circumstances, intersection priority measures can, however, also be used to benefi t trucks, emergency vehicles and high 
occupancy vehicles. 

Bus priority Intersection bus priority measures include:

> Bus advance areas enabling buses to go to the head of the queue at traffi c signals

> Bus bypasses enabling buses to bypass queues at the approaches to intersections

> Traffi c signal pre-emption.

Traffi c signal pre-emption in the Auckland region is achieved through fi tting buses with transponders that communicate 
with specially adapted traffi c signal controllers. This allows the signal controller to extend the green phase by a few 
seconds to permit the bus to pass through the intersection without stopping, or to bring the next green phase forward.

Cycle priority At intersections, a cycle advance stop line or an advanced stop box may be appropriate to improve cyclists’ safety by 
giving them higher visibility and a head start over general traffi c. Advanced stop boxes can also provide a buffer 
between vehicles and pedestrians. They can be provided even where no other cycle specifi c facilities are included. 

Freight priority Traffi c signal pre-emption could potentially be used to favour heavy commercial vehicles. Traffi c signals can also be 
linked to improve the fl ow of vehicles along a freight route. Variable message signing at the approach to traffi c signals 
can enable drivers to modify their approach speed to arrive on a green signal phase.
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8.2.8  Parking on Regional Arterials

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the use of parking restrictions on regional arterial roads between town 
centres to allow the free fl ow of people and goods and improve the safety and effi ciency of the network. 

Through town centres, it may be appropriate to retain on-street parking as it can support business vitality; 
enhance amenity; enhance the place function; and, by helping slow traffi c down, can also improve 
pedestrian crossing safety. 

As a general principle, the safe and effi cient movement of people and goods should have priority over on-street parking 
on regional arterial roads.

Parking should only be permitted where it does not compromise safety or add to traffi c congestion. This can require the 
use of no stopping at all times controls (broken yellow lines), or can be limited to the prohibition of parking during peak 
periods only through the use of clearways (including bus and transit lanes). 

An exception can be made where an arterial passes through a town centre. In town centres, permanent on-street 
parking can support economic vitality and enhance the place function, and can improve pedestrian safety by helping 
reduce traffi c speeds and crossing distances. It should, however, be ensured that any permanent on-street parking is 
accommodated safely without compromising the overall effectiveness of the arterial route in moving people and goods. 

The appropriate treatment of an arterial through a town centre will vary depending on the functional classifi cation of 
the arterial route. For example, on routes with a high passenger transport function, it may be necessary to give priority 
to the movement of buses through the centre in preference to on-street parking 

Where an appropriate solution cannot be achieved, alternatives such as the provision of convenient, accessible off-street 
parking or parking on side streets should be developed. 

Where suffi cient width is available, the use of recessed or indented parking can provide permanent parking adjacent to 
the road space required for the movement of vehicles. 

Recessed parking refers to the provision of permanent parking adjacent to the carriageway in parking bays set in the 
road berm. The parking is typically short stay, visitor parking. Recessed parking can support the economic vitality of a 
centre and can provide a buffer between pedestrians and the moving traffi c stream. It can also be used to provide 
landscaping such as street trees.

In locations where kerbside parking operates all day, kerb extensions can be used to shelter the parking from the 
adjacent lane, reduce traffi c speeds through a town centre, reduce the road crossing width for pedestrians, and provide 
opportunities for landscaping.

8.2.9  Pedestrian Facilities

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the provision of improved pedestrian facilities and crossings in appropriate 
locations on regional arterial roads, particularly in town centres and in areas of high “place sensitivity”. The 
safety and interests of pedestrians must be considered on all regional arterial improvement schemes.

Improved pedestrian facilities combined with other urban design features can encourage walking and, by doing so, add 
to the vitality and perceived security of a town centre or other areas of concentrated pedestrian activity. Arterials 
through high-density centres, or arterials fl anked by strip retail development or other pedestrian-intensive activities 
should, where feasible, provide wider footpaths, planting, seating and attractive lighting. 

Consideration should be given to reducing traffi c speeds through sensitive areas such as town centres and schools to 
improve pedestrian safety. Gateway treatments at the entrance of town centres and retail areas can help reduce speeds 
and make motorists more aware of the need to alter their driving behaviour through the area concerned. 

Additional pedestrian crossing facilities to reduce the severance effects of busy arterial routes and improve the 
walkability of centres should be provided, and should be located close to pedestrian movement desire lines. Pedestrian 
crossing facilities include kerb extensions to reduce crossing distances, kerbed central islands, zebra crossings and signal-
controlled pedestrian crossings. 

Traffi c signal settings at intersections can result in lengthy delays for pedestrians and opportunities for reducing 
pedestrian delays should be investigated. This can include the provision of signalised mid-block pedestrian crossings at 
convenient locations on multi-lane arterial roads. 
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8.2.10  Urban Design 

ARTA policy ARTA supports and encourages the application of the principles of the Urban Design Protocol to the design 
and development of new regional arterial roads or the upgrading of existing routes.

ARTA is a signatory to the Urban Design Protocol. 

Urban design includes all the following qualities:

> Character (a place with its own identity)

> Quality of the public realm (a place with attractive and successful outdoor areas)

> Ease of movement (a place that is easy to get to and move through)

> Legibility (a place that has a clear image and is easy to understand)

> Adaptability (a place that can change easily)

> Diversity (a place with variety and choice)

> Continuity and enclosure (a place where public and private spaces are clearly distinguished).

The broad principles of urban design are established in the Urban Design Protocol prepared by the Ministry for the 
Environment. All councils are signatories to that protocol. The design of new arterial roads or the upgrading of existing 
routes should be within the overall context of the Urban Design Protocol.

A context-sensitive arterial road design approach can help identify urban design elements and ensure they are 
incorporated in the design from the outset rather than as a possible add-on introduced late in the process. It allows for 
the design of the arterial to change as the context changes. For example, part of an arterial may function as a main 
street in a retail area, in which case the design speed may reduce in recognition of increased pedestrian activity and 
increased interaction between the road and adjacent land uses. Traffi c lanes may be narrowed, more landscaping may 
be required and parking requirements may be given a higher priority. With such an approach, the arterial design 
changes and transitions in response to the context while retaining its primary function, which is the movement of 
people and goods on a regional scale.

To assist in the design of urban roads, Austroads has a document that comprehensively addresses the practical issues. 
The Urban Road Design Guide (AP-G69/02) defi nes a number of fundamental matters relating to the design process for 
the road when the parameters of the context-sensitive design have been established. The Urban Road Design Guide is 
not a stand-alone document and must be used in conjunction with a large suite of documentation that requires 
experience from various fi elds of expertise to arrive at a “fi t for purpose” design.
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9 REGIONAL ARTERIAL NETWORK FUNDING
9.1  Indicative Costs of Upgrading the Network

Projects for the upgrading or improvement of existing arterial roads 

vary from re-marking to change the use of the road to widening both 

the road and the road reserve to accommodate additional road width.

The cost of improving arterial roads varies considerably, depending 

on the nature and extent of the change. Where projects involve road 

widening, costs can depend on the civil works involved, including 

any retaining walls or carriageway reconstruction, whether the road 

widening is on one or both sides of the road, and whether it involves 

property acquisition.

Based on a limited number of recent projects, typical cost ranges are 

as follows:

$150,000 to $300,000 or more per kilometre for projects which  >

are largely limited to re-marking the carriageway

$4m to $11m or more per kilometre for projects involving  >

widening within existing road reserves to create additional width 

equivalent to one or two traffi c lanes

$7m to $25m or more per kilometre for projects involving land  >

acquisition and creating additional width equivalent to one or 

two traffi c lanes

More substantial projects, for example those creating multi-lane  >

“boulevards” with parallel service roads, or new or improved 

roads involving signifi cant grade separation (including the 

provision of cut and cover or driven tunnels, or fl yovers), may 

cost between $70m and $350m per kilometre. 

Assuming that all sections of the regional arterial network which 

were identifi ed as priority 1 or priority 2 links in Section 6 on page 22 

are upgraded, gives a total expenditure for upgrading the network of 

the order of $4.0 billion10.

The high cost of road widening emphasises the importance of making 

optimum use of the existing network and existing rights-of-way. It is 

no longer feasible or acceptable to provide suffi cient road space to 

cater for the mass movement of low-occupancy vehicles during the 

congested peak periods, particularly as road users do not currently base 

decisions on the costs they impose on others or the environment.

Existing and potentially available arterial road space must be carefully 

allocated to meet both strategic and local community objectives. 

Priority should be given to the movement of people and freight over 

the movement of single occupant cars, particularly during the 

congested peak periods. However, in general, ARTA suggests that 

the investment identifi ed as required according to the priority 

assessment in Section 6 should be implemented in the following 

order of priority:

All links which were identifi ed in fi gure 4 on page 23 as having  >

signifi cant multiple defi ciencies. The rough order indicative costs 

for these are around $3.0 billion

All links which were identifi ed as priority 1 for general traffi c,  >

passenger transport or freight. The rough order indicative costs 

for these are around a further $0.6 billion

All links which were identifi ed as priority 2 for general traffi c,  >

passenger transport or freight. The rough order, indicative costs 

for these are around an additional $1.0 billion, giving a total 

indicative cost of approximately $4.6 billion to enable the 

regional arterial network up to fulfi l its multifunctional role.

9.2  Funding Issues

As national and local funding is restricted, it is also essential that the 

best use be made of the available funding. This requires setting clear 

funding priorities, taking into account both NZTA’s funding allocation 

process and strategic regional considerations. 

The funding of regional arterials is an important issue. The main 

sources of funding for road projects are from road users (via NZTA) 

and property rates. NZTA funding consists of national (N), regional (R) 

and crown (C) funds. R and C funds have been largely allocated in 

principle. Constraints around the availability of local funding have led 

to an under-investment in key arterials. The requirement that 

approximately half the costs of local road projects be funded through 

rates, while the full cost of state highways is met by road users 

(through the NZTA), has contributed to a disparity between the 

development of the arterial and state highway networks. ARTA is 

concerned that investment in regional arterials is falling behind and, 

in order to bring the network up to the required standard, additional 

funding will be needed.

To reduce the disparity between state highway and regional arterial 

funding, regional arterials should be given a higher funding rate, in 

recognition of the much higher through traffi c function that they 

play. Traffi c volumes on many of Auckland’s regional arterial roads 

exceed those for many state highways, which suggests that a higher 

road user contribution can be justifi ed. There are precedents for such 

an approach: for example, the former “regional roads” had a special 

funding rate of 75%, with only 25% funding coming from property 

rates. ARTA will be investigating means of achieving this in 

consultation with the NZTA.

Road pricing is currently being investigated by the Ministry of 

Transport for possible future application in the Auckland region. The 

charges could vary depending on whether they are set to manage 

congestion or to raise revenues. Congestion pricing has been 

successfully introduced in central London and Stockholm. National 

road pricing is to be introduced in the Netherlands through a “pay as 

you drive” system using satellite technology to track vehicles, initially 

for heavy goods vehicles then for all vehicles by 2016. Charges will 

be higher in congested areas. 

Debt funding met through toll revenues could potentially be used for 

some new arterial routes. 

Other options that will be pursued in discussion with central 

government agencies include using development contributions and 

regional fuel tax. 
10 More details on the cost assumptions are set out in Technical Paper 4.
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10 MONITORING AND REVIEW
This section considers the monitoring requirements for regional 

arterial roads, and the information needed to facilitate future reviews 

of this plan.

10.1  Monitoring Requirements

Future reviews need to take into account the main functions of the 

plan. Table 5 below sets out the main issues to be monitored, and 

includes key performance indicators (KPIs). 

The KPIs in the table will cumulatively provide information on the 

mode split along certain corridors. 

At this stage, target values for the KPIs have not been developed, as 

these will rely on an assessment of baseline information. It is 

important to note that targets, once developed, will not necessarily 

deliver all of the desired outcomes. For example, the RLTS does not 

support accommodating all demands for private vehicle travel. It is 

important to understand the trends, but the aim is more likely to be 

to increase person trips and priorities for various forms of travel 

(freight, passenger transport, etc). As such, the monitoring targets 

need to be measured against the required targets, including:

The expected mode split >

The expected level of service >

The relative travel times along a particular route, between modes.  >

For example, congestion for general traffi c may be considered 

acceptable on a route which provides priority for passenger 

transport and perhaps freight and high occupancy vehicles 

Predictable travel times >

Value for money. >

10.2  Future Reviews 

ARTA intends to review and update the Regional Arterial Road Plan 

on a six-yearly cycle, linked to the publication of each Regional Land 

Transport Strategy. The Regional Arterial Road Plan will be a key input 

to the Auckland Transport Plan. To facilitate this process, ARTA will 

work with TLAs and other agencies to develop a measurement and 

reporting protocol for KPIs in this section in advance of the next 

review of the plan. The KPIs can be linked back to the measure of 

defi ciency where appropriate, noting that place does not have a 

defi ciency measure. In particular, speed and reliability are linked to a 

measure of level of service. 

Table 5: Outcomes required and suggested monitoring of key performance indicators

Function Outcomes required Key performance indicators

General 
traffi c

Traffi c fl ow and person fl ow Vehicles/day, with vehicle occupancy, along specifi ed routes

Speed Average speeds, during morning peak, inter-peak and afternoon peak, along specifi ed routes. 
This will convert to level of service

Reliability Range of speeds, during morning peak, inter-peak and afternoon peak, along specifi ed routes

Passenger 
transport

Patronage Persons per hour carried along key routes, during morning peak

Speed Average speeds, during morning peak, inter-peak and afternoon peak, along specifi ed routes. 
This will convert to level of service

Reliability Range of speeds, during morning peak, inter-peak and afternoon peak, along specifi ed routes

Freight Traffi c fl ow Freight vehicles/day along specifi ed routes

Speed Average speeds, during morning peak, inter-peak and afternoon peak, along specifi ed routes

Reliability Range of speeds, during morning peak, inter-peak and afternoon peak, along specifi ed routes 

Cycling Cycle volumes Cycle numbers, along specifi ed routes

Cycle facilities % of RAN (regional arterial network) with cycle facilities

Safety Minimise crashes Serious injury and fatal crashes, converted to crash rates

Place Pedestrians Number of accidents involving pedestrians and cyclists in areas of signifi cant place

Pedestrians Number of pedestrians on specifi ed routes
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APPENDIX A – GLOSSARY
AADT  Annual Average Daily Total (traffi c fl ow)

ACC  Accident Compensation Corporation, also Auckland 

City Council

AMETI  Auckland – Manukau Eastern Transport Initiative

APT Model Auckland Passenger Transport Model

ATP Auckland Transport Plan

ARC Auckland Regional Council

ART Model Auckland Regional Transport Model

ARTA Auckland Regional Transport Authority

ATSAP Auckland Transport Strategic Alignment Project

CAAS Central Area Access Strategy

CBD Central Business District

CCTV Closed Circuit Television

CMP Corridor Management Plan

GPS  Government Policy Statement on Land Transport 

Funding 2009/10 – 2018/19

GMS Growth Management Strategy

HCVs Heavy Commercial Vehicles

HOVs  High Occupancy Vehicles (generally defi ned as 

vehicles carrying three or more people)

ITS Intelligent Transport Systems

KPH Kilometres per hour

KPIs Key Performance Indicators

LCN Local Connector (Bus) Network

LGAAA Local Government (Auckland) Amendment Act

LTNZ  Land Transport New Zealand (now part of the 

New Zealand Transport Agency

LTP Land Transport Programme

MCC Manukau City Council

NSAAT No stopping at all times – on street parking control

NSCC North Shore City Council

NZTA New Zealand Transport Agency

NZTS New Zealand Transport Strategy

PDC Papakura District Council

PT Passenger Transport

PTNP Passenger Transport Network Plan

QTN Quality Transit Network

RARP Regional Arterial Road Plan

RDC Rodney District Council

RGS Regional Growth Strategy

RLTS Regional Land Transport Strategy

RPS Regional Policy Statement

RRSP Regional Road Safety Plan

RTEG Regional Transport Executive Group

RTN Rapid Transit Network

SCATS  Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffi c System 

(for signal control)

SH State Highway

STP Sustainable Transport Plan

T3  Transit Lane, for vehicles carrying three or more 

persons (May also be T2)

TLAs Territorial Local Authorities

TDM Travel Demand Management

TMU  Traffi c Management Unit (responsible for the 

operation of signalised intersections)

TNZ  Transit New Zealand (now part of the New Zealand 

Transport Agency

vpd Vehicles per day

vph Vehicles per hour

WCC Waitakere City Council
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This Appendix sets out details of the strategies, plans and policy 

documents that have infl uenced the development of this Regional 

Arterial Road Plan, as summarised in Section 2 on page 3.

New Zealand Transport Strategy (NZTS)

The New Zealand Transport Strategy (NZTS) promotes a holistic, 

multi-modal view of transport. The aspiration is that: 

By 2010, New Zealand will have an affordable, integrated, safe, 

responsive and sustainable transport system.

The fi ve objectives are:

Assisting economic development >

Assisting safety and personal security >

Improving access and mobility >

Protecting and promoting public health >

Ensuring environmental sustainability. >

The Government published an update of the NZTS in 2008. This 

update provides: 

Direction for the transport sector until 2040, in the context of  >

the Government’s sustainability agenda and other government 

strategies in the areas of energy and energy effi ciency

Direction into high-level targets for the transport sector and  >

intermediate targets for sub-sectors (air, sea, road, vehicle fl eet, 

rail, freight, public transport, walking and cycling) to help achieve 

the high-level targets

Clearer guidelines for decisions about funding allocations >

An action plan, including accountabilities for actions, refl ecting  >

how the Government intends to reach the transport targets. 

Government Policy Statement on Land Transport Funding

The GPS sets out the Government’s desired outcomes and funding 

priorities for the land transport sector, covering the period 2009/10 

to 2014/15 and more indicatively for 2018/19. 

The GPS includes targets for a reduction in single occupancy vehicles, 

increased coastal shipping, improved travel times and reliability, 

improved safety, increased passenger transport patronage and 

increased walking and cycling by 2015.

Auckland Regional Policy Statement (RPS)

The RPS provides the overarching planning framework for the 

sustainable and integrated management of the region’s natural and 

physical resources. It sets out the broad direction of transport policy, 

including managing the effects of transport on the environment and 

developing an accessible transport network. 

The Local Government (Auckland) Amendment Act (LGAAA) required 

changes to the Regional Policy Statement to provide for integrated 

transport and land use, to give effect to the Regional Growth 

Strategy. Decisions on Plan Change 6 of the RPS contain objectives, 

policies and methods that seek to improve the inter-relationship 

between land use and transport. The RPS is due to be updated in 

2009. Inclusion of Regional Arterial Road Plan policies and guidance 

into the RPS will further assist in providing for integrated transport 

and land use objectives.

Regional Growth Strategy (RGS)

The Regional Growth Strategy was released in November 1999. It 

sets a vision for how Auckland’s growth could be managed to 2050 

with a population of two million. Broadly, the aim of the RGS is to 

manage the majority of future growth into well designed urban 

growth centres and corridors.  

The growth strategy concept is for more compact cities, with 70% of 

new growth occurring within the existing metropolitan area and 

concentrating this growth in more intensive mixed-use centres along 

northern, western, southern passenger transport corridors and main 

arterial routes. The strategy for more intensive development is to 

support a greater range of local services and facilities, increase the 

opportunity for safe walking and cycling and help support passenger 

transport. This approach needs to be supported by high standards of 

urban design. 

In an environment where traffi c congestion has increased signifi cantly, 

with associated environmental and economic costs, there is a growing 

awareness that Auckland’s transport and land use need to develop in 

a sustainable and integrated way. The growth strategy aims to 

concentrate a bigger proportion of the region’s population and 

employment in growth centres along the major passenger transport 

corridors. This is expected to improve the effi ciency and convenience 

of passenger transport and increase opportunities to walk and cycle. 

It also raises a number of challenges on regional arterials to ensure 

that increased urban densities can be accommodated without 

reducing transport effectiveness or environmental quality within 

affected corridors.

POLICIES AND PLANS
APPENDIX B – RELEVANT STRATEGIES, 
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Regional Land Transport Strategy (RLTS)

The current Auckland Regional Land Transport Strategy (RLTS) was 

adopted in November 2005. The RLTS maps the strategic direction of 

the regional transport system for the next 10 years. It adopts seven 

objectives to achieve the goal of:

A transport system which enhances the Auckland region as a 

great place to live, work and play. 

The fi rst fi ve objectives match those of the NZTS, while the remaining 

two provide an Auckland focus and an economic effi ciency dimension, 

as follows:

Supporting the Auckland Regional Growth Strategy (RGS); >

Achieving economic effi ciency. >

The 2005 RLTS provides a focus on measures that will support the 

Auckland RGS by reducing reliance on private cars and providing 

high-quality alternatives. There is recognition in the RLTS that it will 

be impossible for the region to build its way out of congestion simply 

by providing more road capacity. Rather, transport benefi ts will come 

from progress towards completing the strategic road network 

combined with incremental, but substantial improvements to public 

transport and Travel Demand Management.

Travel Demand Management is a constant strand through the RLTS. 

It aims to modify travel decisions so that more desirable transport, 

social, economic and/or environmental objectives can be achieved, 

and the adverse effects of travel can be reduced. The RLTS sets out a 

number of policy approaches towards managing travel demand. 

These include supporting the RGS, focusing on intensifi cation where 

strong public transport links exist or can be established with the 

Auckland CBD, and careful management of parking provision in a 

manner that supports the broader-based and more integrated 

approach to transport effi ciency.  

The RLTS proposes high investment in passenger transport and a 

signifi cant emphasis on Travel Demand Management, as well as 

investment in roading. However, it notes that Auckland’s transport 

system represents a signifi cant investment, and its effi cient and 

effective use is vital to the economic, social and environmental well- 

being of the region11

A key focus of the RLTS is to ensure that the existing network can 

operate at an optimal level, both now and into the future. This 

includes ensuring that all transport infrastructure is maintained and 

managed to ensure its effectiveness into the future, and taking steps 

to improve the effi ciency of the existing transport network for all 

modes. Improving the safety of the existing transport system is also a 

key focus of the RLTS.  

Of the policies and plans summarised in Section 2 on page 3, the 

RLTS provides the most explicit guidance for the preparation of 

this plan. 

The RLTS policies that relate to the aim to maximise effi ciency include: 

Ensuring that the region’s transport system is well maintained  >

Implementing a road hierarchy for the region  >

Implementing network management techniques to optimise the  >

performance of the transport network, taking into account the 

needs of all modes 

Taking steps to facilitate the movement of freight traffi c within  >

the region12.

On the topic of road hierarchy, the RLTS states: 

A road hierarchy that clearly identifi es the function of key roads 

and the policies and upgrading programmes to ensure they 

operate appropriately is an important tool to ensure the best use 

is made of the current road system. 

From a regional perspective, it is therefore important to identify: 

> Strategic roads, which link the region to other regions or 

connect to strategic facilities such as the port or airport 

> Regional arterial roads, which link districts or urban 

areas within the region and connect regionally 

signifi cant facilities13. 

As a result, the RLTS also includes policies to: 

Develop standards or guidelines for how the strategic and regional 

networks should be managed. These standards or guidelines are 

likely to address matters such as geometric standards, provision for 

heavy vehicles, public transport, walking and cycling, property access, 

provision for parking and integration with town centres. 

Develop, prepare and implement corridor management plans for 

developing the strategic and regional arterial networks and corridors 

taking into account the standards or guidelines developed14. 

The development of Regional Arterial Road Plan follows directly from 

these RLTS policies.

Auckland Transport Plan (ATP) 

The ATP provides an overall framework to integrate multiple transport 

programmes in the Auckland region. The fi rst version was published 

in June 2007. The ATP is a long-term multi-modal, integrated 

implementation plan, and includes projects and “packages” that 

have been developed to give effect to the RLTS. The Sustainable 

Transport Plan, Passenger Transport Network Plan and the Regional 

Arterial Road Plan are all key inputs into the ATP. Other agency plans 

such as local authority Long Term Council Community Plans, NZTA’s 

State Highway Forecast and ONTRACK’s 10-year Rail Network 

Development Plan are also key components of the ATP. 

The ATP provides for the preparation of annual work programmes 

using a consistent integrated approach to prioritise transport projects 

and packages within the Auckland Land Transport Programme. An 

update of the ATP is currently in preparation, and this plan will inform 

that process. 

11  Auckland Regional Land Transport Strategy (2005), page 77
12  Ibid, pages 77-82
13  Ibid, page 78
14  Ibid, page 78
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Auckland Passenger Transport Network Plan (PTNP) 

The PTNP was published by ARTA in November 2006. It guides 

the delivery of improved passenger transport services and 

infrastructure in the Auckland region, and will form part of the 

Regional Passenger Transport Plan, which sets out ARTA’s proposals 

for future passenger transport services in the region. The main 

objectives of the PTNP are to:

Guide the development of an integrated passenger transport  >

network over the next ten years

Give effect to the passenger transport objectives and policies of  >

the Regional Land Transport Strategy

Support the integration of passenger transport with land use  >

objectives in the Regional Growth Strategy and district plans of 

the region

Prioritise the implementation of passenger transport infra- >

structure, services and systems

Inform other planning processes and stakeholders of the  >

passenger transport layers, principles and priorities

Guide local authorities (Long Term Council Community Plans),  >

NZTA, and ONTRACK in their long-term funding programmes15.

A key element of the PTNP is the identifi cation of a three-tier 

passenger transport network for the region, comprising the Rapid 

Transit Network (RTN), Quality Transit Network (QTN), and the Local 

Connector Network (LCN). 

The map on page 39 indicates the location of the RTN and QTN. The 

QTN is of particular relevance to this Regional Arterial Road Plan, as 

a signifi cant proportion of QTN bus routes are located along the 

regional arterial roads. The PTNP highlights the need for these services 

to be given priority wherever possible.

Sustainable Transport Plan (STP)

The Sustainable Transport Plan (STP) was published by ARTA in 

February 2007. It focuses on working with people and their 

communities to improve travel opportunities and to encourage 

people to make fewer car journeys. The objective of the STP is to 

integrate sustainable transport modes with each other and with 

planned improvements to infrastructure and the services offered.  

The STP is of direct relevance to this Regional Arterial Road Plan, as it 

highlights the increased need to manage and operate the regional 

arterial network with greater appreciation of the sensitivity of 

adjacent land uses and the needs of pedestrians and cyclists.

The STP includes the regional cycle network, which is shown on page 40.

15  Auckland Passenger Transport Network plan, 2006 – 2016, November 2006, page 8 
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Rapid Transit and Quality Transit Networks (as defi ned in Map 5.1 of the PTNP) 
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Auckland Regional Cycle Network 
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Auckland Land Transport Programme (LTP) 

The Auckland LTP is prepared annually by ARTA. It forms the basis for 

the region’s request for funding from the NZTA. The LTP collates and 

prioritises all applications for funding from territorial authorities (for 

local roads, including regional arterials), and ARTA (for passenger 

transport). These applications are considered in relation to the 

seriousness and urgency of the transport issues facing the region and 

the effectiveness and effi ciency of the project.  

The LTP is required to give effect to the RLTS, and takes into account 

the prioritisation principles established in the ATP. The key outputs 

from the LTP are:

A prioritised list of potential transport activities for which NZTA  >

funding may be sought for the current year period

A statement of ARTA’s view on the land transport priorities for  >

the Auckland region. 

Because of its role in prioritising future investment and operating 

expenditure for the road network, the LTP will be an important tool 

in implementing the Regional Arterial Road Plan. 

Auckland Transport Strategic Alignment Project (ATSAP) 

The Auckland Strategic Alignment Project (ATSAP) commenced after 

ministers and the Auckland Mayoral Forum met in May 2006 to 

consider an estimated $12 billion funded programme plus a $4.4 

billion funding gap over 10 years to develop the Auckland transport 

system. They decided that before decisions could be taken on funding 

issues, a common strategic vision for Auckland transport, including 

passenger rail – agreed by the political leaders of the Crown and the 

region – was required. 

The objective of the project is to enable political leaders to reach a 

common (Crown-region) strategic view of the long-term development 

of the Auckland land transport system, including the role for rail. 

“Long-term” in this context means 20 to 30 years. The project will:

Articulate a common strategic view for political leaders to  >

consider (or identify key points of difference should this prove 

not possible)

Recommend actions (if any are needed) to be undertaken by  >

both parties to give effect to the agreed strategic view in the 

short term, and to maintain strategic alignment going forward

Identify at a whole-of-strategy level any aggregate funding  >

pressures that can be expected to result from adopting the 

agreed view, and recommend actions (if any are needed) to be 

undertaken by both parties to manage such pressures.

The Auckland Transport Strategic Alignment Project (ATSAP) is of the 

view that greater consideration of the integrated role of the local 

roading network within the overall transport system is required in the 

Auckland transport strategy.

Recommendation:

1. That the Auckland transport strategy provides direction on 

integrating local roading with public transport objectives

2. That the Auckland transport strategy provides direction on 

integrating local roading improvements with the management 

of the state highway network

3. That the Auckland transport strategy provides direction on local 

roading improvements required to meet:

Safety targetsa. 

Economic development opportunities and freightb. 

Regional Growth Strategy needsc. 

The multi-modal functioning of local roads.d. 

Regional Freight Strategy

The Auckland Regional Freight Strategy aims to promote the 

effi cient, safe and environmentally sustainable distribution of freight 

within the Auckland region, and contribute to the aims and objectives 

of the Regional Land Transport Strategy and the New Zealand 

Transport Strategy.

The Auckland Regional Freight Strategy has been developed in 

consultation with an industry reference group recognising the 

important role that freight transport plays in sustaining the regional 

economy and aiding economic growth.

The strategy details the current situation and trends for freight in the 

region. It then sets out the vision, objectives, policies, actions and 

priorities for freight movement across the region, both to address 

current issues and concerns and, over the longer term, to deal with 

the evolving pattern of development in the region. 

The vast majority of freight is transported by road and it is likely that 

this will continue to be the dominant mode in the future, because of 

the limited availability of alternatives. However, the ability to 

accommodate freight movements on the roading system, particularly 

during peak periods, is severely limited by growing traffi c congestion, 

refl ecting the substantial growth in the region. The Auckland Regional 

Freight Strategy considers these issues and indicates methods of 

addressing these challenges.

The map on the following page shows the indicative regional freight 

network. This network may be subject to change. 
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Provisional regional freight network
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Auckland Regional Road Safety Plan

The Draft Auckland Regional Road Safety Plan was recently prepared 

by ARTA and RoadSafe Auckland. RoadSafe Auckland is a regional 

working group convened by ARTA that represents all the road 

controlling authorities in the region, NZTA, NZ Police, ACC, Ministry 

of Health, Auckland Public Health Research Unit and SafeKids.

This draft plan sets out regional and local road safety targets, education, 

enforcement and engineering strategies for reducing crashes. 

The Draft Auckland Regional Road Safety Plan also aims to:

Strengthen the region’s safety engineering focus by outlining  >

best practice safety engineering approaches, priority themes and 

funding pathways for implementation across the region, 

particularly on arterial roads

Promote the integration of road safety and sustainability >

Place more emphasis on vulnerable road users including cycle  >

and motorcycle safety.

Regional 2010 Target for Local Roads

The plan’s 2010 regional crash reduction target for local roads, the 

majority of which are arterials (both district and regional), is to 

achieve no more than 326 fatal and serious crashes. This regional 

target has signifi cant implications for the region’s arterial roads. 

RLTS Funding Recommendation

The RLTS recommends that the Auckland transport package be used 

to implement an additional $507 million of safety engineering 

improvements on arterial roads by 2016, to enable the region to 

reach its road safety targets. This investment will also improve 

effi ciency and sustainable transport benefi ts along these routes. 

Additional dedicated police arterial road enforcement and driver 

education will also help to deliver these benefi ts.

Encouraging Road Safety Engineering Projects in the Region

The Regional Road Safety Plan aims to increase the uptake of road 

safety engineering projects along arterial routes through an ARTA 

prioritisation and funding package process in the following areas: 

speed, pedestrian safety, intersections, cyclist safety, bends and 

roadside hazards. These project packages will be developed using 

existing safety management systems, crash reduction studies, safety 

inspections and audits. Professional development and design issues 

will be regularly addressed via a regional safety engineering forum to 

create regional consistency in implementation.

Including a Proactive Approach

A proactive safety engineering project approach will also be 

encouraged through safety inspections of existing infrastructure to 

develop “self-explaining roads” that use human factors and 

psychology to design an arterial road environment that encourages 

safer driver, pedestrian and cyclist behaviour.

Regional Parking Strategy

The objective of this strategy is to encourage and facilitate the 

development and implementation of parking policies and measures 

across the region that complement and support the region’s 

sustainability, growth, economic development, and transport 

strategies. Parking should assist in the creation of an integrated 

transport network for the Auckland region through parking supply, 

management, pricing and control policies that:

Support plans for land use intensifi cation around selected mixed  >

use high-density centres and corridors

Encourage travel behaviour changes for a more sustainable, less  >

car-use-intensive future

Integrate parking supply and management and implementation  >

actions with planned improvements to the public transport system

Support increased travel by public transport and active modes >

Make better use of existing parking resources >

Achieve consistency in district plan rules and standards for  >

parking provision and operation among equivalent developments 

and centres throughout the region

Contribute to improved urban design, particularly in high-density  >

centres and corridors.
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National, regional and local policies and plans related to this Regional Arterial Road Plan

**Regional Passenger 

Transport Plan contains

Passenger Transport Network Plan

Rail Development Plan

Park and Ride Plan

Ferry Plan

Regional Policy Statement

Auckland Regional Growth Strategy (50 years)

National Policy, Strategies and Legislation

National State

Highway Strategy

Auckland Sustainability Framework

Regional Land Transport Strategy*

Auckland Transport Plan

(Long-term (10-20-30 years) Multi-modal Integrated Implementation Plan)

Regional Road Safety Plan

Sustainable Transport Plan

Regional Passenger Transport Plan**

Regional Arterial 

Road Plan

Rail Network Development 

Plan (10 years) 

(as it relates to Auckland)

State Highway Forecast 

(10 years) 

(as it relates to Auckland)

Long-term Council Community 

Plans (10 years)/Transport 

Strategies/District Plans

Auckland Land Transport Programme
(annual programmes)

*Regional Land Transport 

Strategy contains

Regional Freight Strategy

Regional Parking Strategy
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Technical Paper One: 

This paper set out the process used to defi ne the regional arterial 

network. Scoring systems were derived for urban and rural routes, 

and routes achieving a certain score were included within the regional 

arterial network. Discretion was used regarding a few roads which 

did not quite meet the required score, but which were considered to 

have a regional role.

Technical Paper Two:

This paper explains each of the functions that have been identifi ed as 

important for the arterial roads that have been identifi ed in Technical 

Paper 1. It also shows the thresholds for each function, in order to be 

scored as a high, moderate or low demand for that function on that 

particular section of arterial. 

APPENDIX C – TECHNICAL PAPER OVERVIEWS

Investment in travel demand management improvements >

Completion of NZTA’s committed projects such as SH20 Mt Roskill  >

Extension, SH20 Manukau Extension, SH20 Manukau Harbour 

Crossing, SH1 Victoria Park Tunnel and SH18 Hobsonville 

Deviation

Completion of various territorial authority (TA) projects, such as  >

the Central Connector. 

While the assessment has focused on a predicted scenario for the 

year 2016, due regard has been given to issues beyond that horizon. 

For further information regarding specifi c arterials please refer to 

Technical Paper 2. 

The functionality of arterial roads has been summarised into the 

following categories:

General traffi c >

Passenger transport >

Cycling >

Freight >

Place. >

In terms of categorising high, medium and low for each function the 

below tables summarises the measurements used.

Functionality measures on regional arterials

Function High Medium Low Comment

General traffi c > 40,000 AADT 40,000 – 20,000 AADT < 20,000 AADT Predicted for 2016

Passenger transport > 15 buses per hour AM 
peak 

15 – 9 buses per hour AM peak < 9 buses per hour AM 
peak

Predicted for 2016

Cycling Identifi ed on the regional 
cycle network for completion 
by 2009 

Identifi ed on the regional cycle 
network for completion by 
2016

Identifi ed on the regional 
cycle network for 
completion by 2016 and all 
other arterial roads

As per the 
regional cycle 
network

Freight > 1500 HCV vpd 1500 – 1000 HCV vpd < 1000 vpd Predicted for 2016

Place Qualitative measure based on pedestrian levels, town centres, the RGS and social infrastructure

The regional arterial road network has been defi ned for the year 

2016, and refl ects transport investment which is underway or 

committed. Given that modelled data has been utilised in the analysis, 

there was a need to defi ne the projects which should be included in 

the model. The term “committed” has been used only for those 

projects with approved funding. The list of projects is set out in 

Appendix D, and includes: 

Investment in passenger transport, such as improvements to  >

the rail network, improved bus and rail services and 

integrated ticketing
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Technical Paper Three

The emphasis of this paper is the process that was utilised to identify the operational performance of the sections identifi ed in the earlier, and then 

the cross-analysis conducted to identify the sections that required priority action.

In order to identify the level of service or performance for each function please refer to the following table.

Operational defi ciencies by function of regional arterials

Function Service indication Low cause for 
concern 

Moderate cause for 
concern

High cause for 
concern 

Comment 

General traffi c Level of service (AM Peak) A-B-C D E-F 2016 model

Passenger 
transport

Level of service (AM Peak) A-B-C D E-F 2016 model

Freight Level of service (inter-
peak)

A-B C-D E-F 2016 model

Cyclists Level of cycling facilities High level of 
cycling facilities

Partial level of cycling 
facilities (bus lanes)

No dedicated cycling 
facilities

2016 cycling 
facilities

It is important to note that it was deemed outside of the scope of this Regional Arterial Road Plan to comment on the operational performance 

of place, and that regional arterial roads should operate within the characteristics of “place” as defi ned here. 

The two categories of function and performance were then given a cross-analysis to identify priority areas.

FUNCTION

High Priority 3 Priority 2 Priority 1

Medium Priority 4 Priority 3 Priority 2

Low Priority 4 Priority 4 Priority 3

Low Moderate High

PERFORMANCE

For further information on scoring for specifi c arterials please see Technical Paper 3.

Technical Paper 4

This paper sets out the methodology used to derive the preliminary estimates of costs of upgrading the regional network, as set out in Section 9 

of this plan. 
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The regional arterial road network described in this plan has been 

defi ned for the year 2016, and refl ects transport investment which is 

underway or committed. 

Given that modelled data was utilised in the functional analysis, 

there was a need to defi ne the projects which should be included in 

the model. The term “committed” has been used only for those 

projects with approved funding. The list of projects is set out in the 

table below. 

In addition to the roading projects listed, the model also includes 

all anticipated passenger transport projects, including duplication of 

the Western rail line, the Manukau rail link, the Onehunga branch 

line, New Lynn rail trench, investment in improved rolling stock, 

integrated ticketing, plus investment in bus services and travel 

Demand Management. 

While the assessment has focused on a predicted scenario for 

the year 2016, due regard has been given to issues beyond 

that horizon.

IN THE 2016 FORECAST SCENARIO
APPENDIX D – PROJECTS INCLUDED 

Projects included in the ART model: State highways

Project Agency Do minimum

SH1 Northern Motorway Extension 
(ALPURT)

NZTA Extension of the Northern Motorway from Grand Drive to Puhoi. This will be a four-lane 
toll road. Under construction, with completion due in 2009.

SH18 Greenhithe (part of Western 
Ring Route, WRR) 

NZTA Recently completed section of SH18.

SH18 Hobsonville Deviation (WRR) NZTA Section of Western Ring Route, new alignment that connects North-western Motorway 
to recently completed Greenhithe section of SH18.

SH16 Brigham Creek Extension NZTA Extension of the North-western Motorway to Brigham Creek Road.

SH20 Manukau Extension (WRR) NZTA Extension of SH20 southwards to SH1, south of Manukau CBD. Under construction.

SH20 Manukau Harbour Crossing 
(WRR)

NZTA Include widening along motorway to three lanes generally, with four lanes plus bus 
lanes on Mangere Bridge, but no change from existing Neilson Street Interchange. 
Under construction.

SH20 Mt Roskill (WRR) NZTA Part of the Western Ring Route, extending SH20 from Hillsborough Road to Maioro 
Street, with grade-separated interchange at Dominion Road, Hillsborough Road, and at 
grade connection to Sandringham Road. The project will terminate at Maioro Street with 
signals. Under construction.
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Projects included in the ART model: Other Projects

Project Agency Do minimum

Silverdale North Access RDC Includes south-facing ramps to SH1 from Wainui Road overbridge; completion of 
Silverdale Parkway, with connection through to Grand Drive, Curley Ave extension 
through to Wainui Road. Widening at Whangaparaoa Road/Silverdale Parkway 
intersection.

Long Bay Access NSCC Four links into development: Ashley Ave extension, Beach Road extension and links 
from Glenvar Road and Vaughans Road. Glenvar Road to be widened, but still one 
lane per direction. East Coast Road/Glenvar Road to become roundabout.

East Coast Road Corridor NSCC Bus priorities at Northcross. Upgrade of East Coast Road/Glenvar Road/Lonely Track 
Road to roundabout (see above) and signals at East Coast Road/Spencer Road. 

Albany Roading Improvements NSCC Albany Highway improvements, Kyle Road reconstruction, Massey Link, Coliseum to 
Albany Highway.

Glenfi eld Road Corridor NSCC Two lanes per direction from Bentley Ave to Albany Highway, with intersection 
upgrade at Glenfi eld/Wairau and signals at Glenfi eld/Sunset (as recently 
implemented). 

Taharoto – Wairau Corridor NSCC Bus lane in each direction along Wairau/Taharoto between Forrest Hill Road and 
Northcote Road. Intersection widening at Forrest Hill Road/Shakespeare Road/
Northcote Road.

Lake Road Corridor NSCC Two lanes per direction as far south as Hauraki Corner (as at present). The project 
introduces cycle lanes and minor improvements at various intersections, which are not 
refl ected in the ART.

Onewa Road Corridor NSCC Two lanes per direction, including peak-period bus lanes (east-bound in afternoon, 
west-bound in morning peak).

Dominion Road ACC Improvements to bus facilities.

Mt Wellington Quarry 
Developments 

ACC Link road through site, between College Road (north of Norman Lesser Drive) and 
Morrin Road (south of Elizabeth Knox Place). 

Neilson Street ACC Two lanes per direction along Neilson Street generally. One additional lane per 
direction assumed between Galway Street and motorway.

Eastern Access to New Lynn ACC Widening of Maioro Street/New Windsor Road, Tiverton Road, Wolverton Street, 
Clark Street, with roundabouts replaced by signals.

Central Connector ACC Quality rapid transit route between Newmarket and Britomart, including closure (to 
general traffi c) of Grafton Bridge.

Liverpool – Nesdale Link MCC Extension of Cavendish Drive to new interchange with SH20 Manukau Extension

Flat Bush MCC Conversion of rural roads to urban standards, and culverts to bridges. Changes to 
urban speed limits. Ormiston/Murphys and Ormiston/Preston/East Tamaki intersection 
upgrade.

Hingaia PDC Upgrading of Papakura Interchange, widening of Hingaia Road, with new signalised 
intersections at Hinau/realigned Hilldene and at Pararekau.

Central Papakura PDC Upgrade of Clevedon/Willis/Marne/Proctor intersection. 
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This table lists the roads that are included in the Regional Arterial Network shown at Figure 7 of this plan.

Auckland City Council

Arterial From To

Alpers Avenue Gillies Avenue Broadway

Albert Street/Lower Albert Street Quay Street Wellesley Street

Apirana Avenue – Pilkington Road – Jellicoe Road Merton Road Panmure Roundabout

Ash Street TLA boundary (Whau River) Great North Road 

Atkinson Avenue Portage Road Great South Road

Balmoral Road Sandringham Road Manukau Road

Broadway Khyber Pass Manukau Road

Carrington Road Great North Road Mt Albert Road 

Church Street Mays Road Neilson Street

Church Street* Neilson Street South-eastern Highway

Customs Street East Customs Street West Anzac Avenue

Customs Street West Fanshawe Street Customs Street East

Dominion Road SH20 New North Road

Ellerslie – Panmure Highway Great South Road Panmure Roundabout

Fanshawe Street SH1 Interchange Customs Street West

Gillies Avenue Khyber Pass Owens Road

Great North Road Ash Street Karangahape Road

Great South Road Broadway Portage Road

Great South Road Atkinson Avenue TLA boundary (Tamaki River)

Greenlane West and East Balmoral Road Remuera Road

Ian McKinnon Drive Dominion Road Upper Queen Street 

Karangahape Road Great North Road Pitt Street

Kepa Road Ngapipi Road Kohimarama Road 

Khyber Pass Symonds Street Broadway

Kohimarama Road Kepa Road St Heliers Bay Road

Lagoon Drive Panmure Roundabout TLA boundary (Tamaki River)

Lower Hobson Street Quay Street Fanshawe Street

Lower Queen Street Customs Street Quay Street

Maioro Street New Windsor Road SH20 Intersection

Mangere Road TLA boundary (Railway) Great South Road

Manukau Road Broadway Greenlane 

Manukau Road – Pah Road Manukau Road/Greenlane Pah Road/Mt Albert Road

IN THE REGIONAL ARTERIAL NETWORK
APPENDIX E – LIST OF ROADS INCLUDED 
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Auckland City Council

Arterial From To

Mayoral Drive Wellesley Street Cook Street

Mays Road Mt Smart Road Church Street

Mt Albert Road Carrington Road Royal Oak Roundabout

Mt Smart Road Royal Oak Roundabout Mays Road

Mt Wellington Highway Ellerslie – Panmure Highway Portage Road

Owens Road Gillies Avenue Manukau Road

Neilson Street* SH20 Interchange Church Street

Newton Road Great North Road Symonds Street

Ngapipi Road Tamaki Drive Orakei Road 

Pah Road – Queenstown Road Mt Albert Road SH20 Interchange

Pitt Street Vincent Street Karangahape Road

Portage Road Great South Road Atkinson Avenue

Princes Street Atkinson Avenue SH1 Interchange

Quay Street Tinley Street The Strand

Quay Street Lower Hobson Street Lower Queen Street

Remuera Road St Johns Road Greenlane East

Saleyards Road – Walmsley Road Great South Road Mangere Road

South-eastern Highway Church Street Waipuna Road

St Heliers Bay Road – Apirana Avenue St Johns Road Merton Road

St Johns Road Kohimarama Road – St Heliers Bay Road 
Intersection

Remuera Road 

St Lukes Road Great North Road Sandringham Road

Sturdee Street Fanshawe Street Customs Street 

Sylvia Park Road Great South Road Mt Wellington Highway

Symonds Street – Anzac Avenue Khyber Pass Beach Road 

Tamaki Drive The Strand Ngapipi Road 

The Strand* Quay Street SH16

Tiverton Road – New Windsor Road Wolverton Road Maioro Street

Vincent Street Mayoral Drive Pitt Street

Waipuna Road Mt Wellington Highway South-eastern Highway

Wolverton Street TLA boundary (east of Portage Rd) Blockhouse Bay Road

Franklin District Council

Arterial From To

Glenbrook Rd – Glenbrook Waiuku Rd Karaka Road Kitchener Road

East Street – Pukekohe East Road Stadium Drive SH1 Bombay Interchange

Manukau Rd – Buckland Rd – Gorge St East Street, Pukekohe Whangarata Road, Tuakau

Paerata Road – Franklin Road East Street, Pukekohe South of end of SH22

Whangarata Road – Pokeno Road Tuakau Pokeno
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Manukau City Council

Arterial From To

Cavendish Drive – Liverpool Street 
– Nesdale Street

SH1 Interchange SH20 Interchange

East Tamaki Road Preston Road Great South Road

Great South Road TLA boundary (Tamaki River) TLA boundary (north of motorway)

Harris Road Ti Rakau Drive Smales Road

Highbrook Drive – Allens Road SH1 Interchange Harris Road

Massey Road TLA boundary (railway) SH20 Interchange

Ormiston Road East Tamaki Road Sandstone Road

Pakuranga Road TLA boundary (Tamaki River) Bucklands Beach Road

Sandstone Road – Whitford Road 
– Maraetai Road – Maraetai Drive

Ormiston Road Rewa Road

Smales Road Harris Road Te Irirangi Drive

South-eastern Highway* Waipuna Road Ti Rakau Drive

Springs Road – East Tamaki Road Harris Road Preston Road

Te Irirangi Drive* Ti Rakau Drive SH1 Te Irirangi interchange

Ti Rakau Drive* Pakuranga Road Te Irirangi Drive

North Shore City Council

Arterial Between To

Akoranga Drive SH1 Esmonde interchange Northcote Road

Albany Highway Oteha Valley Road Glenfi eld Road

Anzac Street Fred Thomas Drive Auburn Street

Barry’s Point Road Anzac Street Esmonde Road

Constellation Drive SH1 Interchange East Coast Road

East Coast Road Northcross Intersection Forrest Hill Road

Esmonde Road SH1 Esmonde Interchange Lake Road

Forrest Hill Road East Coast Road Wairau Road

Glenfi eld Road Sunset Road Highbury Corner

Lake Road Esmonde Road Victoria Road

Northcote Road Taharoto Road Akoranga Drive

Onewa Road Highbury Corner SH1 Onewa Interchange

Oteha Valley Road Albany Highway Northcross Intersection

Taharoto Road Wairau Road Fred Thomas Drive 

Tristram Avenue Forrest Hill Road Wairau Road

Upper Harbour Drive (SH18)** Tauhinu Road, Greenhithe Albany Highway

Wairau Road Glenfi eld Road Taharoto Road

SH17 (and Albany Expressway)** TLA boundary (Albany Heights Road) SH1 Greville Interchange
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Papakura District Council 

Arterial Between To

Beach Road SH1 Interchange Great South Road 

Great South Road TLA boundary (north of motorway) SH1 Drury Interchange

Rodney District Council

Arterial Between To

Coatesville Riverhead Highway SH17 SH16

Kahikatea Flat Road Pine Valley Road SH16

Pine Valley Road SH17 Kahikatea Road

SH17** SH1 Silverdale Interchange TLA boundary (Albany Heights Road)

Whangaparaoa Road Hibiscus Coast Highway Link Crescent

Hibiscus Coast Highway (SH1)** SH1 Silverdale Interchange West Hoe Road

Waitakere City Council 

Arterial Between To

Brigham Creek Road Hobsonville Road SH16

Don Buck Road Hobsonville Road Triangle Road

Edmonton Road Sel Peacock Drive Te Atatu Road

Great North Road Swanson Road Titirangi Road

Great North Road – Clark Street Titirangi Road Wolverton Street (TLA boundary)

Hobsonville Road (SH18)** Don Buck Road Eastern end of Hobsonville Road

Lincoln Road Swanson Road SH16 Interchange

Rata Street Titirangi Road Whau River (TLA boundary)

Swanson Road Don Buck Road Lincoln Road

SH16** Hobsonville Road Brighams Creek Road 

Te Atatu Road Edmonton Road SH16 Interchange

Triangle Road Lincoln Road Don Buck Road 

* Roads that are classifi ed as strategic routes, but are not state highways, i.e. they are controlled by the relevant territorial authority.

**  Roads that are state highways, and hence are controlled by the New Zealand Transport Agency, but are included in the regional 

arterial network.
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THE DRAFT REGIONAL ARTERIAL NETWORK
APPENDIX F – LIST OF CHANGES FROM 

The following table lists the roads that have been added to the regional arterial network (as shown in Figure 3 on page 11 in this plan), compared 

with the draft network shown in the 2005 Regional Land Transport Strategy.

Road added Justifi cation for addition to the regional arterial network

Whangaparaoa Road from Whangaparaoa town 
centre to Hibiscus Coast Highway plus Hibiscus Coast 
Highway from SH1 to Orewa town centre

These links give access to a growth area with a current population of around 
30,000 people, and connect Orewa and Whangaparaoa.

Kahikatea Flat Road – Pine Valley Road route A rural arterial linking SH16 and SH1, and Kaukapakapa with Silverdale. This is an 
important east-west link, and it has a “network resilience” function.

Coatesville Riverhead Highway A rural arterial linking SH16 and SH17. This route has a network resilience role as it 
could potentially act as an alternative to the Upper Harbour Bridge. 

Hobsonville Road – Upper Harbour Drive  This route has functions relating to network resilience and facilitating the growth 
strategy.

Anzac Street, Takapuna  This route was added as it links the Taharoto Road route to the Takapuna centre.

Akoranga Drive Akoranga Drive now connects directly with Esmonde Road, making it part of an 
important east-west route. It also provides access to AUT University’s Akoranga 
campus and to the Northern Busway’s Akoranga station.

Northcote Road Northcote Road is a heavily traffi cked route which connects with Akoranga Drive 
and the Northern Motorway (SH1) and provides access to the Smales Farm 
development and busway station.  

Lake Road, Devonport Provides the sole access to the Naval Base and Devonport

Brigham Creek Road, Massey North (on completion 
of Upper Harbour Motorway construction) 

The future SH16/SH18 motorway interchange at Massey North does not include a 
connection between SH16 north of the interchange and SH18. This link provides 
that connection and, therefore, is seen as having a regional arterial function.

Princes Street, Otahuhu Princes Street was added to the regional arterial network in recognition of the lack 
of east-west links between the Mt Wellington and East Tamaki Interchanges on the 
Southern Motorway.

Carrington Road – Mt Albert Road – Mt Smart Road – 
Mays Road – Church Street 

This east-west route links major employment areas and is also an important bus 
route.

Greenlane East – Remuera Road – St Johns Road This is a key route east of the Southern Motorway providing an east-west function 
and accessing Newmarket.

Mt Wellington Highway – Jellicoe Road – Pilkington 
Road – Apirana Avenue or, following construction of 
the AMETI project

Mt Wellington Highway north of Waipuna Road – 
Mt Wellington Highway Extension – Eastern Corridor 
to St Johns Road, plus

Kohimarama Road – Kepa Road – Ngapipi Road – 
Tamaki Drive to The Strand 

This is the primary north-south route through the eastern suburbs linking Mt 
Wellington and Panmure with the Tamaki campus, Glen Innes and the CBD via 
Tamaki Drive.

Triangle Road – Don Buck Road between Lincoln 
Road and SH16 to Brigham Creek Road

Route accessing Lincoln Road and Massey North growth areas and with a network 
resilience role

Harris Road – Springs Road to East Tamaki Road/
Ormiston Road intersection

This is an important freight and bus route in a major employment corridor.

Beach Road, Papakura Links Papakura town centre with the Southern Motorway

Redoubt Road – Mill Road route A proposed north-south arterial east of SH1 linking Papakura, East Tamaki and 
Manukau City Centre and serving a developing area 
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Road added Justifi cation for addition to the regional arterial network

Ormiston Road (east Te Irirangi Drive) – Sandstone 
Road – Whitford-Maraetai Road to Maraetai

Access functions justify inclusion as a rural regional arterial route

Paerata Road (SH22) – Franklin Road – Manukau 
Road – Buckland Road – George Street, Tuakau 

Rural arterial route in the Franklin District extending SH22 to Pukekohe and linking 
Pukekohe with Tuakau

Whangarata Road – Pokeno Road Rural arterial route in the Franklin District linking Tuakau with Pokeno and with a 
network resilience role.

Quay Street from The Strand to Tinley Street Part of the access to the Ports of Auckland from SH16

Fanshawe Street – Sturdee Street – Customs Street 
West – Lower Queen Street – Quay Street (west of 
Lower Queen Street) – Lower Hobson Street

Symonds Street – Anzac Street – Beach Road – 
Customs Street East

Karangahape Road – Pitt Street – Vincent Street –
Mayoral Drive – Albert Street – Customs Street West 
to Lower Queen Street, plus Lower Albert Street

Fanshawe Street, Symonds Street and Albert Street routes to Britomart should be 
included in the regional arterial road network as they have a major passenger 
transport network function

The following table lists the roads that were included in the 2005 RLTS draft regional arterial network, but which have been excluded from the 

revised network shown in Figure 3 in this plan.

Road removed Justifi cation for removal from the regional arterial network

Tristram Avenue east of SH1 (Northern Motorway 
Interchange)

While Tristram Avenue west of the interchange is essential to the accessibility of the 
Wairau Valley area, Tristram Avenue east of the interchange has a lesser function 
and carries a much lower traffi c volume.

New North Road New North Road is not part of the QTN. New North Road’s strategic function will 
also reduce in the future as SH20 is extended to Maioro Street.

Nelson Street/Hobson Street As above, these routes will perform a signifi cant function for traffi c heading to the 
Auckland CBD, but will not serve through traffi c. As such, Auckland City Council 
does not consider these routes to be regional arterials. 

Puhinui Road east of SH20 Regional role has been replaced by the Cavendish – Liverpool – Nesdale route

The following table lists .the roads that were proposed for inclusion, but were ultimately not included in the network shown in Figure 3 in this plan.

Road Reason for consideration 

Whau River crossing It was considered that the status of this link should be determined once it has been 
confi rmed and its alignment and design have been fi nalised.  

Sandringham Road This was considered for inclusion due to its importance as a bus route and future 
direct connection to the SH20 Extension and Maioro Street. It is, however, close to 
Dominion Road and is not part of the QTN.

Walmsley Road – Favona Road – James Fletcher Drive It was considered that the Massey Road route has a more important “regional” 
function and should be retained in the regional arterial network.

A Botany Downs/Howick route There are currently three routes which link Botany Downs with the Howick area. 
Consideration was given to nominating one of these as a regional arterial. However, 
given the indirect nature of the existing routes and the role such a link would have, 
it was decided to retain the status quo.   

East Tamaki Road (south Ti Rakau Drive) – 
Chapel Road – Redoubt Road

This route is located just east of the Te Irirangi Drive strategic route and hence this 
part of the East Tamaki Corridor is already well served by roads of regional 
signifi cance.

Rosebank Road Insuffi cient justifi cation for inclusion in network (low scoring using agreed 
criteria etc)

Redoubt Road Included as part of the proposed “Mill Road” route

Roscommon Road – Mahia Road route Insuffi cient justifi cation for inclusion in network (low scoring using agreed 
criteria etc)

Pohutukawa Coast Highway (east Maraetai) A tourist route whose inclusion would be inappropriate
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OF REGIONAL ARTERIALS
APPENDIX G – FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION 

Functional Demand: Regional arterial roads with high general traffi c volume

Regional arterials with 
an ADT of > 40,000
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Functional demand: Regional arterial roads with high passenger transport frequency

Regional arterials with 
a bus frequency of > 15 
buses in AM peak hour.
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Functional demand: Regional arterial roads with high cycle demand
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Functional demand: Regional arterial roads with high freight volume

Regional arterials with 
> 1500 HCV per day 
(Heavy Commercial 
Vehicles)
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Functional demand: Regional arterial roads and the interaction of place
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The following table provides a summary of segments of road which are considered to have an important “place” function

Road Place tension

Auckland City Council

Apriana Avenue/Pilkington Road/Jellicoe Road Panmure town centre

Broadway Newmarket town centre

Customs Street West Retail, high passenger transport, frontage activity 

Dominion Road Balmoral town centre

Gillies Avenue Schools

Great South Road (Greenlane to Ellerslie-Panmure Highway) Schools

Karangahape Road High pedestrians, retail

Khyber Pass Newmarket town centre

Lower Albert Street Retail, high passenger transport, frontage activity

Lower Queen Street Britomart

Manukau Road Schools

Mt Albert Road Royal Oak town centre

Mt Wellington Highway Sylvia Park

Neilson Street Onehunga town centre

Quay Street Port/waterfront access, access to ferry and recreational use

St Heliers Bay Road Glen Innes town centre

Symonds Street University quarter

Tamaki Drive Waterfront 

Franklin District Council

East Street Pukekohe town centre

Manukau City Council

Cavendish Drive Manukau town centre

East Tamaki Road Otara town centre

Great South Road (Shirley Road to Tui Road) Hunters Corner

Ormiston Road Flat Bush town centre

Pakuranga Road Support RGS, Pakuranga town centre

Ti Rakau Drive Support RGS

North Shore City Council

SH17 Albany Village, Massey University

Glenfi eld Road Glenfi eld town centre

Lake Road Schools, Devonport town centre, Naval Base

Wairau Road: Forrest Hill Road to Northcote Road Schools, hospitals, Smales Farm

APPENDIX H – ARTERIALS WITH 
A PLACE FUNCTION
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Road Place tension

Papakura District Council

Great South Road: Wood Street and Subway Road Papakura town centre

Rodney District Council

Whangaparaoa Road Whangaparaoa town centre

Hibiscus Coast Highway: South Orewa Bridge to West Hoe Road Orewa town centre

Hibiscus Coast Highway: SH1 Silverdale Interchange to 
Whangaparaoa Road

Silverdale town centre

Waitakere City Council

Great North Road: Swanson Road to Edmonton Road Henderson town centre

Great North Road: Te Atatu Road to Titirangi Road Kelston Schools

Great North Road/Clark Street: Titirangi Road to TLA boundary New Lynn town centre

Hobsonville Road Support RGS

Lincoln Road Schools/hospitals
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General traffi c priority analysis 

REGIONAL ARTERIALS
APPENDIX I – PRIORITISATION OF 

Regional arterials with high traffi c
volumes and low levels of service in 
AM peak

Priority 1 indicates a higher defi ciency
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Passenger transport priority analysis 

Regional arterials with high bus volumes and 
low levels of service levels in the AM peak.

Priority 1 indicates a higher defi ciency.
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Cycling priority analysis 

Regional arterials that are shown on the 
Regional Cycle Network and have no 
dedicated cycle facilities.

Priority 1 indicates a higher defi ciency.
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Freight priority analysis 

Regional arterials with a low level of 
service in the inter-peak and high 
inter-peak freight volumes.

Priority 1 indicates a higher defi ciency.

65
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Safety priority analysis 

Regional arterials with a high traffi c 
volume and high accident rate.

Priority 1 indicates a higher defi ciency.
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The table below sets out the combined scoring for all functions, excluding place. High place scores have been overlaid to identify areas where the 

multiple defi ciencies need to be closely examined in conjunction with the importance of the surrounding land use and place function. The table 

highlights roads (or segments of roads, or corridors) that have multiple defi ciencies across more than one function.

Road General 
traffi c

Passenger 
transport

Cycling Freight Safety Place 
function?

Balmoral Road: St Lukes Road to Dominion Road 2 1

Balmoral Road: Dominion Road to Manukau Road 1 2 2

Broadway: Khyber Pass Road to Manukau Road 1 2 1 1 ✔

Church Street: Neilson Street to Great South Road 1 2 2 2

Customs Street East: Customs Street West to Anzac Avenue 2 1 1 2 ✔

Customs Street West: Fanshawe Street to Britomart Place 2 2 1

Dominion Road: SH20 to Mt Albert Road 1 2 2

Dominion Road: Mt Albert Road to Balmoral Road 2 2 2

Dominion Road: Balmoral Road to New North Road 2 2 2 2 ✔

Ellerslie-Panmure Highway: Great South Road to 
Lunn Avenue 

1 1 2

Ellerslie-Panmure Highway: Lunn Avenue to Panmure 
Roundabout

2 1 2 1

Gillies Avenue: Khyber Pass Road to Owens Road 2 1 ✔

Great North Road: Ash Street to Blockhouse Bay Road 2 1 2

Great North Road: Blockhouse Bay Road to SH16 1 1 1 1

Great South Road: Ellerslie-Panmure Highway to 
Church Street 

2 2 2

Great South Road: Church Street to Portage Road 1 1 2 2 2

Great South Road: Atkinson Avenue to TLA boundary 
(Tamaki River) 

2 2 2 2 2

Karangahape Road: Pitt Street to Great North Road 2 1 2 ✔

Khyber Pass Road: Symonds Street to Broadway 2 1 1 2 ✔

Kohimarama Road: Kepa Road to St Heliers Bay Road 2 1

Lagoon Drive: Panmure Roundabout to TLA boundary 
(Tamaki River)

2 1

Lower Albert Street/Albert Street: Quay Street to 
Wellesley Street 

2 1 2 ✔

Maioro Street: New Windsor Road to SH20 Interchange 1 1

Manukau Road: Greenlane to Mt Albert Road 2 1 1

Manukau Road: Broadway to Greenlane 2 2 1 2 ✔

Mayoral Drive: Wellesley Street to Cook Street 1 2

Mt Albert Road: Dominion Road to Pah Road 2 1

Mt Smart Road: Royal Oak Roundabout to Mays Road 2 1

Mt Wellington Highway: Ellerslie-Panmure Highway to 
Waipuna Road 

2 2 2 ✔

Mt Wellington Highway: Waipuna Road to SH1 Interchange 2 2 2 2

Neilson Street: SH20 Interchange Onehunga Mall 2 1 1 ✔

Pah Road: Mt Albert Road to SH20 Interchange 2 1 2
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Road General 
traffi c

Passenger 
transport

Cycling Freight Safety Place 
function?

Princes Street: Atkinson Avenue to SH1 Interchange 1 2

South-eastern Highway: Carbine Road to Waipuna Road 1 1

St Johns Road: Kohimarama Road to College Road 2 1

St Johns Road: College Road to Greenlane 2 1 2

Tiverton Road/New Windsor Road: Wolverton Road to 
Maioro Street

1 1

Wolverton Street: TLA boundary to Blockhouse Bay Road 1 1 2

Karaka Road (SH22): SH1 to Glenbrook 2 1

Cavendish Drive: SH1 Interchange to SH20 Interchange 2 1 ✔

East Tamaki Drive: Preston Road to SH1 2 1 2 2 ✔

East Tamaki Drive: SH1 to Great South Road 2 1 2

Great South Road: TLA boundary to Shirley Road 1 2 1

Great South Road: Shirley Road to Tui Road 2 1 ✔

Great South Road: Tui Road to Te Irirangi Drive 2 1

Great South Road: Te Irirangi Drive to Redoubt Road 2 2 1 2 2

Great South Road: Browns Road to Alfriston Road 2 2 2

Massey Road: TLA boundary to SH20 Interchange 2 2 2

Pakuranga Drive: TLA boundary to Ti Rakau Drive 1 2 2 2

Pakuranga Drive: Ti Rakau Drive to Glenmore Road 2 2 2 2 ✔

Pakuranga Drive: Glenmore Road to Fortunes Road 2 2 2

Pakuranga Drive: Fortunes Road to Bucklands Beach Road 2 2 2 ✔

South-eastern Highway/Pakuranga Motorway: Waipuna Road 
to Ti Rakau Drive

1 1 2

Springs Road/East Tamaki Road: Smales Road to Preston Road 2 1

Ti Rakau Drive: Pakuranga Road to Pakuranga Motorway 1 1 2 1 ✔

Ti Rakau Drive: Pakuranga Motorway to Gossamer Drive 2 1 2 2

Ti Rakau Drive: Gossamer Drive to Harris Road 1 1 2 2

SH17: Oteha Valley Road to SH1 Greville Interchange 2 1 1 ✔

Albany Highway: Oteha Valley Road to Upper 
Harbour Highway 

1 1

Albany Highway: Upper Harbour Highway to Glenfi eld Road 1 1 2

Albany Highway: Oteha Valley Road to Upper 
Harbour Highway

1 1

Anzac Street: Fred Thomas Drive to Auburn Street 2 1 1 2

East Coast Road: Constellation Drive to Forrest Hill Road 1 1 2

Glenfi eld Road: Bentley Avenue to Downing Street 1 1 ✔

Lake Road: Esmonde Road to Calliope Road 1 2 2 ✔

Oteha Valley Road: SH1 to North Cross Intersection 2 1

Tristram Avenue: Forrest Hill to Wairau Road 2 2 2 2

Wairau Road: Target Road to Tristram Avenue 1 2 2 2
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Road General 
traffi c

Passenger 
transport

Cycling Freight Safety Place 
function?

Wairau Road: Forest Hill Road to Northcote Road 1 2 2 ✔

SH1 Hibiscus Coast Highway: SH1 Silverdale to 
Whangaparaoa 

1 2 1 ✔

Whangaparaoa Road Red Beach Road to Vipond Road 2 1

Great North Road: Te Atatu Road to Clark Street 2 2 1 ✔

Lincoln Road: Te Pai Place to SH16 1 2 2 1 1

Rata Street: Great North Road to Ash Street 2 1

Te Atatu Road: Edmonton Road to SH16 1 2 2 2
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This section sets out a range of techniques and actions that can be 

taken to improve the performance of the regional arterial network. It 

has been developed as a “toolbox”, where the various techniques 

can be selected according to their relevance to each part of the 

regional arterial network. Implementation actions are included at the 

end of each section, and the body or bodies responsible for each 

action are shown in parentheses.

Ramp Metering/Ramp Signalling 

Ramp signalling (also known as ramp metering) consists of traffi c 

signals near the beginning of motorway on-ramps that manage the 

fl ow of traffi c onto the motorway during peak periods. At on-ramps 

with two-lane approaches to the traffi c signals, with each green light 

two cars, one from each lane, are able to drive down the ramp to 

merge, one at a time, with motorway traffi c. Vehicles move forward 

every few seconds between green lights. Separating the vehicles 

travelling down the on-ramp causes less disruption to motorway 

traffi c fl ow, which in turn reduces the frequency of crashes associated 

with merging traffi c and breakdowns in traffi c fl ow.

Queues on the arterial road network resulting from higher peak 

period delays to traffi c entering the motorway can potentially affect 

local traffi c through queuing extending through adjacent intersections 

and through delays to non-motorway traffi c crossing over or under 

the motorway.

During peak periods (or following a major motorway incident) when 

congestion must be managed, the traffi c management objectives in 

the vicinity of motorway ramps are as follows:

Managing the off-ramp intersections with the local road network  >

to avoid queuing extending back onto the motorway with the 

resulting potential for crashes on the motorway

Managing the rate at which traffi c can enter the motorway at  >

the on-ramps to optimise the traffi c fl ow conditions on the 

motorway using the ramp metering system currently being rolled 

out over the region

Managing queuing on the local road network at the approaches  >

to motorway on-ramps to enable the local road network to 

continue to effectively service non-motorway trips and its 

property access functions.

In recognition that the second and third objectives can confl ict, the 

ramp metering system must take queuing on the local road network 

into account when selecting the period of operation of the on-ramp 

meter signals and the rate at which traffi c can be released onto the 

motorway at each on-ramp.

Ramp signalling can be used to give priority to groups of users such 

as heavy goods vehicles, buses and high occupancy vehicles (HOVs) 

by the use of bypass lanes on metered on-ramps allowing 

freight vehicles to bypass the on-ramp queue during the operation of 

ramp signalling.

ARTA supports the use of ramp signals. However, it is essential that 

the traffi c management of the entire road network is considered 

when ramp metering is in operation and not merely the motorways. 

Action (TMU in consultation with TLAs, the NZTA and ARTA)

If inappropriate queuing is regularly occurring on the local road 

network due to the operation of ramp metering then improvements 

to the local road network should be considered or the use of the 

metering reduced and priority given to passenger transport, HOVs or 

goods vehicles where appropriate.

Traffi c Signal Management

Traffi c signals are used to allocate priority within the same roadspace 

to different directional vehicle movements and to different modes of 

transport. Traffi c signals can be used to give priority to buses and 

potentially to freight vehicles and bicycles at intersections. Most 

signals control pedestrian movements across the road in addition to 

vehicular traffi c. Signals provided specifi cally for pedestrians tend to 

be situated mid-block and are designed to assist non-motorised users 

to cross the road in safety.

Traffi c signals are linked through a Sydney Coordinated Adaptive 

Traffi c System (SCATS) control system. Under SCATS, data from stop 

line loops is passed back through data lines to a centralised computer 

that adaptively changes the assignment of green time for the various 

movements depending on throughput and preset conditions. SCATS 

can link successive signals to generate a “green wave”.

Each council was originally responsible for the traffi c signal control of 

intersections and signalised pedestrian crossings in its district. In 

2003, a Traffi c Management Unit (TMU) was established to centrally 

control traffi c in the region. All the separate SCATS servers were 

linked to a regional server to enable full access to the whole network. 

Additional benefi ts were obtained through further integration of 

motorway and local road control, and the use of remote CCTV to 

monitor on-road traffi c conditions and incidents. 

The TMU’s limited resources have not been suffi cient to enable it to 

move beyond maintaining the signal control system into measures to 

substantially improve on-road conditions. More resources are required 

to improve the quality, timing, interaction and monitoring of traffi c 

signals throughout the region. A recent study by EECA indicated that 

very large benefi ts can be derived at relatively low cost from the 

optimisation of traffi c signals and can give a cost/benefi t ratio in 

excess of 30. Consequently, priority should be given to the systematic 

optimisation of traffi c signals throughout the region.

The management of traffi c operations in the region undertaken by 

the TMU is covered by a Memorandum of Understanding between 

the NZTA and the region’s TLAs as part of what is referred to as the 

Integrated Traffi c Management proposal. Under that agreement, 

each participant provided details of how particular routes are to be 

managed through the service level agreement process. 

PLAN TECHNIQUES
APPENDIX J – CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT 
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To date, not all service agreements have been signed by the TLAs and 

the level of service requested by many of the TLAs that have signed 

has been restricted to maintenance and a limited amount of 

operational activities. A far greater level of integration was envisaged 

when the TMU was set up. There are signifi cant improvements to the 

network, which could be made at a relatively low cost if a greater 

degree of independence and funding was given to the TMU.

Traffi c signals can be used like taps to increase or decrease the volume 

of traffi c on any route. They are one of the few tools that can 

dynamically control the fl ow of traffi c and consequently infl uence 

the “liveability” of the surrounding area. As a result there has been 

considerable hesitancy by the TLAs to relinquish control of the TMU, 

which may consider the movement of traffi c to be of higher 

importance than the needs of adjacent land uses and communities. 

This could potentially confl ict with the wider objectives of the TA.

In order to avoid these confl icts traffi c signal optimisation plans must 

be agreed between the TLAs and the TMU.

Action (TMU in consultation with TLAs, the NZTA and ARTA)

Develop principles, guidelines and protocols which set out in detail 

how traffi c signals in the region should be managed. The guidelines 

should include the optimisation of the region’s traffi c signals.

Action (TMU in consultation with ARTA and TLAs)

Optimise traffi c signal operation through:

Reviewing and improving the operation of individual signals or  >

groups of signals

Implementing additional measures for giving priority to  >

particular user groups such as buses and trucks, or pedestrians 

and cyclists

Establishing guidelines for the assessment of applications for  >

additional traffi c signals on arterials

Linking signals across city/district boundaries. >

Action (TMU in consultation with ARTA and TLAs)

Give more emphasis to improving pedestrian crossing opportunities 

and reducing pedestrian delays in appropriate locations, particularly 

in high-density town and city centres.

Action (TMU in consultation with ARTA, TLAs and the NZTA)

Investigate the following:

Integrating the management of groups of signals around key  >

ramps, e.g. to manage queue formation at on-ramps or improve 

the dispersal of motorway traffi c exiting at off-ramps

The use of variable message signs on arterial routes, e.g. at  >

approaches to motorways to advise traffi c to divert to an 

alternative on-ramp following an incident

The potential use of reversible lanes on arterials controlled by  >

overhead traffi c signals supplemented by intelligent raised 

pavement markers (cats eyes) to create an additional lane in the 

peak direction to benefi t buses, other priority vehicles or general 

traffi c (the Panmure bridge is an example of a reversible lane 

with the centre lane catering for west-bound traffi c in the 

morning peak period and east-bound traffi c in the afternoon 

peak period)

Integration of the Management of Local Roads and 

Motorways

As the functioning of the local roads and motorways are dependent 

on each other, it is clearly desirable that the operation of the two 

should be closely integrated. 

Both local roads and motorways in the Auckland region should be 

managed as a single system with traffi c operations undertaken to 

appropriately balance all competing demands over the network as a 

whole, irrespective of ownership or institutional boundaries. This 

requires a three-way linkage between the local road SCATS, motorway 

ATMS and ramp signalling databases and operating programmes. 

It also requires the extension of the CCTV system on the arterial 

road network.

Better integration of arterials and motorways can also:

Enable the extension of the motorway variable message signing  >

system onto the arterial network to give drivers more advance 

warning of incidents prior to accessing the motorways, providing 

more opportunities to use an alternative route or on-ramp

Facilitate the achievement of demand management objectives >

Facilitate the application of techniques used for managing  >

motorway fl ows such as dynamic lane management (different 

use of lanes at different times of day) and variable speed controls 

to the arterial road network. 

Action (TLAs, NZTA and the TMU, supported by ARTA). 

Improve the integration of the operational management of arterial 

roads and motorways by the TMU through the development and 

implementation of service level agreements between the territorial 

local authorities and the NZTA as a matter of priority. 

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)

“ITS” is a term used to describe the integrated application of 

communications, control and information-processing technologies 

to the transportation system. It has the potential to increase the 

productivity of the transport system, save lives, reduce travel time 

and reduce energy use. Specifi c ITS traffi c management tools, or 

“dynamic traffi c management” tools are automatic incident 

detection, adaptive traffi c signals such as SCATS, ramp metering 

(ramp signalling), variable speed limits and variable message signs.

Apart from SCATS, the regular application of these ITS tools has to 

date been limited to the region’s motorway system. As traffi c 

congestion increases and spreads over more of the region’s road 

network, it is becoming increasingly desirable to implement dynamic 

management techniques over the arterial road network as well as the 

motorway network. Current funding of the management of the 

existing system is insuffi cient to take full advantage of the ITS 

measures that the region currently controls. Consequently, it will be 

necessary to increase funding in network management considerably 

in order to gain the benefi ts that further use of ITS can offer. These 

benefi ts can be considerable in comparison to the costs, and it often 

makes more sense to gain full benefi t out of the existing roading 

network before considering the need to expand it.

ARTA encourages research into the extension of the application of 

such tools onto the arterial network and into means of better co-

ordinating the management of the arterial and motorway networks. 

Data on the operation of the arterial network is limited and means of 

better measuring and evaluating arterial network performance are 
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required to support and inform the development and application 

of such tools. Limited fi eld trials or demonstration projects may be 

appropriate to inform public opinion and gain support for 

innovative approaches.

Action (ARTA in consultation with the TLAs and NZTA)

Set clear, measurable objectives to guide the application of ITS 

techniques to arterial roads and the integration of the management 

of the motorway and arterial networks. 

Legibility of the Regional Arterial Network and Signage

To the casual driver there is little to distinguish most regional arterials 

from other roads. It is important that motorists and other road users 

readily recognise differences between types of roads, so they adapt 

their behaviour accordingly. Visual “signals” can also help visitors 

and new arrivals to fi nd their way around more easily, helping reduce 

the incidence of sudden changes in direction and hesitant driving. 

Means of identifying regional arterials can include appropriate 

signing, distinctive lighting, a lack of on-street parking (on multi-lane 

arterials), and greater use of traffi c signal progression to improve the 

road’s ability to cater for through traffi c movement. 

A regional route signs system, set up in about 1995, identifi es routes 

by a number on a black and white shield. Every numbered route 

served from the motorway network is identifi ed by overhead signs. 

The routes themselves are signposted by the local authorities, 

although the amount of signposting along each route can vary.

The existing route numbering system should be reviewed to 

determine if its coverage is appropriate and to identify any desirable 

changes and extensions. Ensuring that each route is adequately 

signposted and giving the system greater prominence will help give 

the regional arterial network or at least the selected “regional routes” 

greater prominence. 

An easily identifi able route numbering system with ample signposting 

will make the region easier to get around. It will also reduce an over-

reliance on the use of the region’s motorway network simply because 

it is easier to use. 

Action (ARTA in partnership with the NZTA and TLAs)

Review the regional route numbering system. 

Action (ARTA in partnership with the NZTA and TLAs)

Through improved signing, clearly identify the arterial route number 

and encourage greater use of the arterial route network through the 

route numbering system. 

Speed Limits

The NZTA’s guidelines for setting speed limits state that “road users 

are more likely to comply with a speed limit if it is consistent with 

limits on other roads in the network with similar characteristics, and 

if limits in general refl ect the factors that most infl uence speed 

choice. The level of roadside development and the function of a road 

are the primary determinants of the appropriate speed limit”.

The speed limit on most regional arterial routes is 50kph, and these 

roads tend to be located within the densely populated or built-up 

areas of region. Speed limits on rural regional arterials tend to be 

much higher, usually 100kph. Road controlling authorities now have 

the ability to reassess the appropriate speed limits on many of their 

roads. As a result, lower speed limits of 40kph are being gradually 

introduced outside schools for a limited period of time during the 

arrival and departure of students. 

Lower speed limits are also being considered in town centres, where 

pedestrian and cycle movements are given more priority. Regional 

arterial roads are increasingly used by a number of different modes, 

some more vulnerable than others, and generate up to 20% of the 

region’s social cost of crashes. It is appropriate to reconsider the 

speed limit on sections of arterial roads depending upon their 

functional emphasis and the adjacent land uses. In some locations, 

lower speed limits may provide many benefi ts including reduced 

crash risk, increased safety for vulnerable road users, and a more 

pleasant environment for pedestrians and cyclists.

Where speed limits are reduced, the reduction tends to be over a 

limited distance, say 500 metres. Assuming a reduction in the speed 

limit from 50kph to 40kph, the lost time in free-fl owing traffi c driving 

at the speed limit over this distance would be nine seconds. This loss 

of time may be considered acceptable when weighed against the 

many environmental and safety improvements that the reduction in 

speed limits would bring, e.g. for every 1kph reduction in vehicle 

speed, a crash saving of 5% is generated. Where the speed limit is 

reduced, techniques such as road or lane narrowing and the use of 

gateways should be considered to encourage drivers to slow down 

and make the speed limit self-enforcing.

On some sections of the arterial network, particularly where direct 

property access is limited, pedestrian numbers are low and suitable 

alternative arrangements have been made for cyclists, a speed limit 

higher than 50km/h may be appropriate.

A relatively recent concept in speed and driver behaviour management 

is self-explaining roads in which the driver is encouraged to naturally 

adopt behaviour consistent with the design and function of the road. 

The aim is that different classes of roads should be distinctive, and 

within each class features such as width of carriageway, road 

markings, signing, and use of street lighting would be consistent 

throughout the route. Drivers would perceive the type of road and 

instinctively know how to behave. The environment effectively 

provides a label for the particular type of road and there would thus 

be less need for separate traffi c control devices such as additional 

traffi c signs to regulate traffi c behaviour.

Action (TLAs)

Review speed limits on regional arterial routes and alter to a lower or 

higher speed limit where this is justifi ed. Support speed limits through 

the application of the “self-explaining road” concept.

Action (ARTA in consultation with the NZTA and TLAs)

ARTA will explore the development of a regional speed management 

policy for arterial roads that creates consistency across the region.

Roundabouts

Roundabouts can be an effi cient and safe form of intersection 

control. They reduce the relative speeds of confl icting vehicles and 

can make the driver’s task easier. Roundabouts perform better at 

intersections of roads with roughly similar traffi c fl ows and a high 

proportion of right-turning traffi c. They can be an appropriate 

solution at intersections with more than four legs. Roundabouts can 

be appropriate for a wide variety of traffi c fl ows, including high order 

roads. The larger the fl ow, the larger the roundabout needs to be to 

cater for the traffi c. Roundabouts of suffi cient size can be traffi c-

signal-controlled on the circulatory road way to further improve 

traffi c movements.
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At major intersections roundabouts often require more land than 

traffi c signal control.

Roundabouts can also be appropriate as traffi c management and 

traffi c calming devices on low volume, low speed roads where traffi c 

capacity is not a consideration. Provided such roundabouts are well 

designed with good defl ection, splitter islands and adequate sight 

distance, they can be quite acceptable for cyclist use and on 

pedestrian routes.

Medium to large roundabouts can offer signifi cant barriers to cyclists 

and pedestrians. Careful design can, however, enable cyclists and 

pedestrians to be accommodated safely. This can include the use of 

techniques to reduce entry and exit speeds. Pedestrian crossings on 

the approaches to the roundabout can be set back a short distance 

from the roundabout, and should be signalised on approaches with 

more than one traffi c lane.

Action (ARTA in consultation with TLAs and the NZTA)

Prepare guidelines on the appropriate use of roundabouts on 

arterial roads.

Utilities 

At the present time legislation allows utility authorities access to the 

road reserve for services. There are various statutory provisions that 

apply to:

Telecommunications >

Electricity supply >

Gas reticulation >

Water supply >

Wastewater reticulation >

Stormwater discharges. >

Much of the legislative provisions relate to the period when public 

authorities controlled all utilities and agreements were put in place 

regarding cost responsibility and cost sharing. The privatisation of 

many utilities and the growth in the number of service suppliers has 

increased the complexities of planning and fi nding the relocation of 

utilities required as a result of road works. 

Services relocation causes disruption to road users and particularly to 

adjacent properties through restricted access and other negative 

impacts. Because of the cost and adverse impacts of service 

relocations, roading authorities should consider upgrading options 

that do not require such works. Elements such as dynamic lane 

management options may provide road capacity for peak periods 

that reduce the need for service relocation.

Where service relocations are unavoidable, consideration should be 

given to any opportunities to consolidate services into a utility corridor 

outside the carriageway wherever possible. The full Austroads Guide 

to Road Design 21 references the need to comprehensively consider 

services in the planning and design phases of a project.

Action (TLAs)

Ensure utilities are fully considered in the planning, design and 

implementation phases of projects.

Enforcement

Local authority enforcement offi cers can issue infringement notices 

to vehicles incorrectly using bus and transit lanes. The enforcement 

offi cers receive training from the police and are certifi ed by the 

Commissioner of Police.

Local authorities also enforce parking violations. Apart from bus 

and transit lanes, they are not permitted to enforce moving 

traffi c violations.

The Police typically spend much of their time on keeping the road 

network moving rather than on enforcement duties. There are, 

however, agreements on the amount of police time spent on 

enforcement duties. 

Means of improving traffi c enforcement resources need to be 

pursued. These may include:

ARTA and TLAs to pursue the use of remote and unmanned  >

video cameras

TLAs and Police to pursue the use of red light cameras following  >

completion of the Auckland City trial

Hypothecation of revenues from speed camera fi nes  >

(combined with a publicity campaign to explain the reasons for 

the change)

Giving local authority offi cers more authority to deal with  >

traffi c violations

Enabling traffi c incidents to be dealt with without necessarily  >

involving the Police.

Action (ARTA in consultation with the NZTA, the Police and 

the TMU)

Investigate means of improving traffi c enforcement resources 

including the funding of additional resources. 

Action (ARTA in consultation with the NZTA, the Police and 

the TMU)

Identify means of reducing traffi c delays resulting from incidents.

Education and Information

There is a need for more information on parking on arterial roads. It 

should be made clear to people that outside their place of residence 

they do not have a right to on-street parking on regional arterial 

roads, and that, except for the specifi c, clearly defi ned circumstances 

outlined in Corridor Management Plan Guidelines in Section 8.2.8.

Parking should only be permitted on regional arterial roads  >

where it does not interfere with the safe and effi cient movement 

of people and goods

As traffi c pressures increase, on-street parking will be progressively  >

removed from regional arterials, initially during peak periods, 

then throughout the day.

There is also a need for better education on measures for giving 

priority to buses, high occupancy vehicles, cycles, trucks etc, and, 

specifi cally, on the implications of bus lanes, transit lanes and cycle 

lanes for general traffi c and on-street parking. 
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More generally, the need to manage and allocate road space 

to effi ciently and safely move people and goods and achieve 

urban design objectives should be clearly articulated along with 

the tools for achieving the desired results. This should include 

information on:

Appropriate techniques for making it easier for pedestrians to  >

cross arterial roads or for improving the pedestrian environment 

on arterial routes in town centres

Means by which the adjacent road network in a corridor can be  >

managed to better support the arterial road

The role of, and measures for, controlling direct access onto  >

regional arterial roads to protect their traffi c function and safety, 

and the desirability of better managing access on some regional 

arterials to improve their operation and safety.

Action (ARTA)

Create an action plan to implement a region-wide education 

programme. 
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As per Map 7.1 – RLTS: Present day strategic route and regional arterial road network
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As per Map 7.2 – RLTS: Future strategic route and regional arterial road network 
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